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withdrawn, and Japan in turn declines to
complete evacuation until China has settled
with her certain fundamental principles,
etc.

The business outlook according to reports
of the past week indicate that the volume of
general business is being distorted by abnormal banking conditions and by the steady
narrowing down of trade to local activities.
Bank clearings reached a new low level
this past week which indicates that the
volume of business done declined and that
a large part of the business was conducted
on a cash currency basis.
Short hauls and quick shipments of small
order trade remained fair but basic construction and equipment industries showed
no sign of stimulation and probably none is
to be expected for several months. Wheat,
cotton, and a few other commodities have
reacted strongly from bottom prices and a
very recent report indicating that Russia
will not be able to dump her wheat into
Canadian markets for at least two years,
has had the effect of stiffening the price of
wheat. Other reports indicate that continental Europe has only about four weeks'
wheat supply; and if credit can be arranged
will no doubt make heavy purchases.
Nurse Cow Saved Colt
Walter A. Gruenberg, Columbia county,
Wisconsin, lost a mare last spring that had
a young colt. Gruenberg did not like the
idea of having to hand-feed his colt, so he
installed the foal in the dairy barn where
he kept a large number of Holstein cows.
After much work the colt was persuaded to
get his meals from one of the cows.
This fact brought out information from
Kentucky that many thoroughbred horsemen there are raising their foals on a unrse
cow via the bucket route. Recently the
writer saw a good sized calf getting its
meal from a mare.
Capone Gets Eleven-Year Sentence
Federal Judge James H. Wilkerson seems
to have ended the reign of "Scarface" Al
Capone. He sentenced him to eleven years'
imprisonment, fined him $50,000, and decreed that he pay the cost of prosecution,
about $100,000. The fine, the costs, and the
$137,328 already ascertained as due from
Capone from back income taxes makes his
debt to the government $287,328, and much
more in the way of back taxes is expected
to be levied before the government is
through with him. When refused bail pending appeal, it looked as if Capone would
start immediately for Leavenworth Penitentiary, but later a two-day stay in jail
was granted to file application with the Circuit Court of Appeals
Rail Rates Increased $100,000,000
In what is regarded as the most important decision it has ever been called upon to
make, the Interstate Commerce Commission
denied flatly the application of the railroads
for a fifteen per cent increase in freight
rates and charges. But it offered a substitute plan for specific increases on certain
commodities by which annual revenues of
carriers might be increased $100,000,000 to
$125,000,000. The plan calls for the pooling
of all revenues which may result from the
specific increases, "and the distribution of
that fund among the carriers who fail to

earn their interest charges, in proportion to
their deficiencies."
Parents, Watch the Juvenile Books
Of 800 books for juveniles published last
year in this country, only 140 are recommended to parents for their children by the
Child Study Association's committee on
children's books. More than 500 of the
huge 1930 output were found to be of "only
passing interest and of no literary value,"
while almost 150 of the books were "actually harmful" because they embraced false
ideals or were sensational. The theme of
the latter type was usually "adventure at
any cost," with the gangster or some villain
as the hero.
Immense Suspension Bridge Open
The George Washington Bridge, connecting northern New Jersey and the portions
of New York State west of the Hudson
River to New York City, was recently
opened to traffic. It is the longest suspension span in the world, covering a distance
of 3,500 feet and was built at a cost of $60,000,000. The bridge took 4V2 years to
build and is owned and operated by the Port
of New York Authority.
Pedestrians were given the first opportunity to look and many scrambled to be
among the first five or six thousand to put
foot upon the structure. After them came
the motorists. In the first 24 hours 60,000
or more motor cars crossed the bridge
which is designed especially for the motor
age in which we live. It is wide enough to
accommodate 3 cars abreast on each side of
the structure thus forming 6 arteries of
traffic.
It is said that people came from all
quarters to view this shining structure.
They tramped across the bridge like an
army, with cameras, knapsacks, and picnic
baskets, and a perfect jargon of tongues.
A solitary horseman clattered across among
the earliest cars and a cripple wheeled himself over the bridge on a hand operated
truck.
We are reminded of another span—a
mighty gulf that God did span—the gulf
spanned by the Lord Jesus Christ at Calvary. For nearly 2,000 years men, women,
and children from every tribe and kindred
and tongue and nation have passed safely
from the low lands of doubt and misery
and unhappiness to the heights
of
certainty, assurance, eternal life, joy unspeakable and full of glory.
Political Washington was recently startled
by a newspaper interview given out by
Senator Borah, Chairman of Foreign Relations Committee, who favors the cancellation of Inter-allied war time and post war
debts provided that German reparations
were cancelled also.
His ideas have possibly been inspired by
the advertising slogan so frequently used
"Eventually Why Not Now."
The League of Nations in conference regarding the Japanese-Chinese trouble called
on Japan to get out of the illegally occupied areas of Manchuria by November 16th.
China declines to participate in direct
negotiations with Japan until troops are

The most encouraging sign that the depression may soon be over that we have
seen yet is the recommendation by an Illinois Tax Committee that a heavy tax be
put on the sale of all forms of tobacco including cigars and cigarettes.
They remind us of a remark we once
overheard a merchant (himself a tobacco
user) make when selling tobacco to a customer. The customer complained of times
being hard, etc., and the merchant replied
That no one that bought tobacco had a
right to complain about hard times.
We would like to say "Tax them Gentlemen, Tax them" but don't hang it all on the
poor smoker. He has to pay the physical
penalty as well and we think the big Tobacco Companies should be taxed for all
their advertising, for all their product, and
be made to pay a double penalty for all the
lies they tell.
No matter what we may blame for the
present depression there is plenty of evidence that the deflation of wages and prices
to a permanently low level is a dishonest
idea. 'Business generally has the cost of
interest and debts to bear and this together
with heavy taxation makes its burdensome
indeed.
However, the greater portion of this burden is passed on to the farmer and working people so that small home owners bear
most of the load. If we are to continue
permanently on a lower price level then
debts and interest should also be deflated.
If this were done wealth would be compelled to bear part of the burden.
There is, however, little evidence of an
intention to scale down debts and reduce
interest rates. It is generally supposed that
by the time this deflation really begins to
touch the financiers they will see that it
stops.
England being faced with the necessity
of a general wage reduction says that if
wages are to be reduced capital must be
deflated too. This they accomplished by going off the gold standard, and when they
go back to the gold standard no doubt the
pound sterling in terms of gold will be
valued at about 15%' of its former value.
In this wav thev have a practical and fair
way to deflate debts, taxes, interest, wages
and everything else at about 25%'.
It is now believed by Census Bureau experts that New York is the largest city of
the world. Its population is estimated to
be more than 6,930,446, as compared with
London which has a population of 4,396,821.
The State Superintendent of Banks and
twenty-eight officers and directors of the
defunct Bank of the United States were indicted October 19th by the Grand Jury investigating the Bank's affairs and charged
with misdemeanors. The State Superintendent of Banks pleaded not guilty but was
held on $2,500 bail.
The celebrated Linnaeus testified in his
conversation, writings, and actions, the
greatest sense of God's omniscience; indeed, he was so strongly impressed with
the idea that he wrote over the door of his
library in Latin: "Live innocently, God is
present."—Selected.
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THE SUFFERINGS OF CHRIST

®

H E R E is much practical value to every
T
Christian to consider carefully the
sufferings of Christ. In other ages, per-

feelings of our Lord. W e t o o are living
in a world that is out of harmony with
God's plan and purpose. To-day the gross
haps, the sufferings of our Lord occupied a darkness of the people concerning the
larger place in the hearts and minds of His things of God ' is amazing. T h e prinpeople than in the day in which we live; ciples of Christ are incompatible with the
but it may be well for us, in these times of principles of the world. T h e desires and
unrest and uncertainty, to get our bearings aims of him who chooses to follow the path
correctly in relation to the sufferings of
our Lord.
W e believe there is no subject more full
of blessing and profit if the divine nature
Table of Contents
and perfections of Christ are fully mainPage
tained—than the true humanity and sufferings of Christ. His sufferings axe the chanThe Sufferings of Christ
353
nel and expression of His love to us and indeed form a mighty undercurrent of divine Meat from the Message of Malachi 354
revelation, and as someone has said, "They Methods of Spreading the Gospel Conmake up the warp and woof of all God's
trasted
355
ways."
356
In the sufferings of Christ there was his The Mid-Week Prayer Meeting
atoning sufferings which came directly from The Difference Between a Message and
God and were limited to Gethsemane and
a Sermon
357
Calvary; to that hour and place where He,
According
to
the
Pattern
357
the Holy One, was made sin for us and
bore our sins on the tree.
The Family Circle
358, 359
There were other sufferings on the part Marriages and Obituaries
360
of our Savior of a non-atoning character
Messiah Home Supplement
361-364
and they were various. These were due
365, 366
to the holiness of His life and character N e w s of Church Activity
which was the exact opposite scene into Problems of Worship in the Sunday
which H e came. There was a pall of darkSchool
367
ness over the face of all peoples, His own
Foreign
Missions
368-372
unto whom He came and they received Him
not, had sunken so low in their actual
knowledge of Jehovah that they failed on
practically every point to see in Him the
Redeemer of the race.
of God are entirely different and separate
In His intercourse with men He entered from the desires and aims of the world.
into the sorrows of all and felt intensely Our own loved ones may misunderstand us
the great human misery and need. N o one and the holiest motives and purposes of him
seemed t o understand Him and His own who would follow the Lord are considered
family thought Him mad. His enemies as narrow and fanatical.
attributed His work to Belzebub. It is
There are sufferings which, no doubt,
utterly impossible for us to fully under- come to us from God and which have as
stand the extent of His sufferings.
their final aim and purpose a greater puriIt is only as w e through the Spirit, also fication of our lives, a strengthening and
partake of the cup of suffering, that deepening of our faith, and the drawing of
w e partially enter into and understand the us nearer to the Infinite One. There are

other sufferings as indicated above which
come to us because of the sinful world in
which we live.
Let us not think that we shall escape
suffering; for as long as we are living in
a world under a curse we are subject more
or less to its physical laws and the spirit
that now worketh in the children of disobedience, the prince of the power of the
air and all these things, mitigate against
the heart and life of him w h o would live
pleasing to God.
How comforting are the words of holy
scripture that "If we suffer we shall
also reign with him." It will mean
for us either compromise or conflict, surrender or suffering. And as Peter has forewarned, "Think it not strange concerning
the fiery trial which is . t o try you, as
though some strange thing happened unto
you; but rejoice inasmuch as ye are partakers of Christ's sufferings; that, when
his glory shall be revealed, ye may be
glad also with exceeding joy."
Paul also in his epistles declares that
"If the suffering of Christ abound in us,
so our consolation also aboundeth by
Christ." H e longed to know Christ and
the power of His resurrection and the fellowship of His suffering and counted all
things but refuse that he might win this
outstanding place for which he was apprehended in Christ Jesus.
Suffering is indeed a sign of sonship. It
is a token of our kinship with Christ who,
as the Captain of our salvation, was made
perfect and who for the joy that was set
before Him. endured the cross, despised
the shame and is se't down at the right hand
of God. Wherefore, let us count it all
joy when we fall into divers temptations or
sufferings and let us run with patience the
race that is set before us. Let us not forget in the coming days, when perhaps the
sufferings of God's people shall be increased, to look unto Jesus w h o is the
Author and Finisher of our faith and who
is able to make us more than conquerors
even in sufferings.
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Meat from the Message of Malachi
By Andrew
H P H E R E is some strong meat in Mala»
chi's message. If one is able to leave
the milk bottle of babes and take the heavier diet for his spiritual constitution he will
find some solid food in the last book of the
Old Testament. This book differs in literary style from the rest of the Bible. All
the other prophetic books of the Old Testament are proclamatory and declamatory.
They proclaim and declaim. But Malachi
argues and reasons. It is the lawyer's book
of the Old Testament. Scholar's claim
that it is cast in the academic mould. The
keyword of the book is wherein—used six
times. Reason is employed throughout the
book to convince and to convict. The
word Malachi means My Messenger, and
what a messenger he was! And yet he
speaks of a great coming messenger, mightier than he. Malachi had a burning message for the priests and people of his day.
It was a suitable and appropriate message
with which to close the Old Testament
canon.
As the fitting climax and complementary
close of the Old Testament there must be
something eminently worthwhile in the
logical production of the great moral message of Malachi not only for his day and
age of the world but even for our modern
times.
Malachi captures his crowd, and gets
the ear of his audience by criticising the
Edomites and complimenting the Israelites
with the famous expression, "Jacob have I
loved, but Esau have I hated." (loved
less). This adroit appeal to the favored
people prepared the way for the plain unvarnished truth which the prophet was
soon to deliver. A true messenger has always rebuked the leaders in the ecclesiastical world as well as the rank and file of
the laymen. He puts the blame where it
belongs. He hews to the line and lets the
chips fall where they may. The old prophet
is full of fury. He is tremendously aroused
over the backslidden condition of the
church. He hurls a terrific indictment
against the priests: "A son," he says,
"honoreth his father, and a servant his
master: if then I be a father, where is
mine honor? and if I be a master, where is
my fear? saith the Lord of hosts unto you,
O priests, that despise my name."—Mai.
1:6.
In modern parlance or language it would
be the equivalent of saying, " O ye preachers! You do not fear God; you do not
honor God; you despise His name." Suppose some present-day prophet of the Almighty should drop a bomb like this in the
midst of some convention of modernistic
ministers! Yet God closed the Old Testament with just such a thunderbolt as that!
T h e priests, however, replied to the

Johnson
charge by saying (God knew what they
were thinking even though they might
not have said it out loud): "Wherein have
we despised thy name?" W h e n a charge is
made it is a good thing to have the goods
on hand and know exactly what one is
talking about. Malachi, inspired by the
Lord, must have known that his severe rebuke would bring fire from the priests.
Nevertheless he was ready for them with
the answer to their reply. As the authorized and ordained spokesman of Jehovah
he thunders back at the priests: ' Y e offer
polluted bread upon mine altar." Again
the priests rally and reply: "Wherein have
we polluted thee?" Malachi is now ready
to counter and call out the specific charge.
He has the goods on the priests. Hence
he answers, "In that ye say, The table of
the Lord is contemptible." The priests
had been talking too much among themselves. However, there is an ear that never
ceases to hear and an all-seeing eye that
never slumbers. God was ready to report
to, and through, His appointed prophet.
So Malachi charges the priests as offering
the blind, the lame, the sick, upon the altar.
He finally cornered them and before the
Supreme Court of the universe.
They
could not deny the severe charge. The
old, the blind, the lame, the sick, and corrupt offerings, the polluted bread, had been
carelessly. flung upon the altar of God in
a perfunctory manner by the derelict
priests. Malachi, like a mad Anthony, was
the very man to tell them of all this and to
solemnly arraign them before Divine Justice
for such violations and misdemeanors. The
final blow that fell with fury upon the
heads of the unfaithful priests is expressed
in these ringing words: "Neither will I accept an offering at your hands." Mai. 1:10.
The second charge that Malachi hurls
at the repudiated priests is an indictment
for commercialism.
They are in the
priests' office merely for what they can
make out of it. How does Malachi present this serious charge? In the following
language: " W h o is there even among you
that would shut the doors for nought?
neither do ye kindle fire on mine altar for
nought." Mai. 1:10. W h a t a keen cut is
this! The covetous priests would not as
much as close the door of the temple and
kindle a fire on the altar without pay. According to Malachi's complaint they were
in the ministry for pelf and plunder. W h e n
Jesus came upon the scene four hundred
years after the days of the daring prophet
He found a similar situation and characterized the false teachers as hirelings who did
not care for the sheep except to fleece them.
The third charge made against the
priests is also in the form of a severe con-
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demnation. He contrasts them with Levi,
or the true priests, of whom he says: "The
law of truth was in his mouth, and iniquity
was not found in his lips: he walked with
me in peace and equity, and did turn many
away from iniquity. For the priest's lips
should keep knowledge, and they should
seek the law at his mouth: for he is the
messenger of the Lord of hosts." Mai. 2:6,
7. The pure, pious priest is here called the
messenger of the Lord. Remember that
Malachi means " M y Messenger."
The
true messenger in this connection stands out
in sharp contrast to the false messenger.
Having pictured the perfect priest in his
proper field of activity Malachi underscores
the great contrast between him and the
false priests he is criticising with the stinging charge: "But ye are departed out of
the way; ye have caused many to stumble
at the law; ye have corrupted the covenant of Levi, saith the Lord of hosts." Mai.
2:8.
The fourth charge is general. The
prophet now drops back to Judah. He
condemns Judah for idolatry under the form
and symbol of marriage. "Judah hath profaned the holiness of the Lord which he
loved, and hath married the daughter of a
strange god. The Lord will cut off the man
that doeth this, the master and the scholar,
out of the tabernacles of Jacob, and him
that offereth an offering unto the Lord of
hosts." Mai 2:12.
The prophet, Malachi, goes farther and
condemns the idolaters for a sham repentance. He indicates that nothing will avail
so long as the priests are corrupt and the
people are profane. Nevertheless there
seems to be a great revival service with
tears and prayers at the mourners' bench.
But they get nowhere. They cry and make
a great todo but they do not strike rockbottom nor pray through to real victory.
How true that is of the present day! Listen
to Malachi's description of the big altar
service: "And this ye have done again,
covering the altar of the Lord with tears,
with weeping, and with crying out, insomuch that he regardeth not the offering any
more, or receiveth it with good will at
your hand." Mai 2:13. W h a t a wonderful camp meeting preacher Malachi would
make for modern times!
Malachi sums up the whole situation
when, as the mouthpiece of Jehovah, he
says: "Ye have wearied the Lord with your
words. Yet ye say, Wherein have we
wearied him? W h e n ye say,' Every one
that doeth evil is good in the sight of the
Lord, and he delighteth in them." Mai 2:17.
The final result of all the indifference,
treachery, profanity and idolatry is the
utter disregard of all moral distinctions.
The high moral standard is removed, the
bars are let down and there is no difference recognized between the church and
the world. W h a t a sad state of affairs!
The big church official who does evil is
whitewashed, palliated, condoned, ex-
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cused and regarded as good in the sight
of the Lord. How like our own times was
the condition described and decried by
Malachi!

•of righteousness with healing in His wings
shall arise upon those who fear the name
of the Lord. They shall be like stall-fed
calves.
W i t h a final and farther look into the
future, the faithful messenger Malachi
sees the coming of Elijah (John the Baptist ) and the glorious Gospel day when the
heart of the fathers shall be turned to the
children and the heart of the children to
the fathers, "lest I come and smite the
earth with a curse." Thus the last book
of the Old Testament closes with the word
curse.
—Selected by P. J. Wiebe.

Thus we see that those early devoted
Christians were essentially progressive.
Finally the carriages and buggies were introduced, but every step was contested,
and great fears were entertained of becoming too worldly. As time passed by
the things, which at first seemed out of
order, became a real blessing, and the
W o r d of God was carried on to distant
parts, until many states were entered by
our beloved missionaries.
Finally, to travel over the many different states by the slow process of horse
power became a waste of time and energy,
but the railroads soon removed that barrier. One could go from the Atlantic to the
Pacific Ocean in less time than from one
state to another, by the former methods.
Next came the auto. Some threw up
their hands with holy horror, called it the
devil's invention, and would not ride in it.
But now the auto is as much of a blessing
to God's true children as a curse to the
wicked and sinful. Think for a moment
how far one can go to church in a short
time and return the same evening without
wasting a full day on the roads, saving the
good horses from many long, and hard
trips. But the end is not yet.
The airships have surpassed all the other
methods of transportation. Airships are
now being used to carry ministers to various places of Christian services. W i t h the
completion of these inventions some people thought the world of inventions was
complete.

The only relief that seemed to come to
the burdened prophet was the hope of the
future. He turned his eye to the distant
day when the Messenger should prepare
the way and "the Lord, whom ye seek,
shall suddenly come to his temple, even the
messenger of the covenant whom ye delight in: behold he shall come saith the
Lord of hosts. But who may abide the day
of his coming? and who shall stand when
he appeareth? for he is like a refiner's fire
and like fuller's soap. And he shall sit
as a refiner and purifier of silver, and he
shall purify the sons of Levi, and purge
them as gold and silver, that they may offer unto the Lord an offering in righteousness. Then shall the offering of Judah and
Jerusalem be pleasant unto the Lord, as in
the days of old, and as in the former
years." Mai 3:L4. Malachi could look
back to the good old days of the past and
then look forward to the glorious time to
come; but the day in which he lived was a
day of darkness, distress, degradation and
doom. But was there no remedy for the
present? Malachi, having diagnosed the
case, prescribed moral medicine sufficient to
effect a cure for the conditions that confronted him. The remedy consisted in a
great evangelistic call to the people to return to God. Hear the prophetic bugle
blast: "Return unto me, and I will return
unto you, saith the Lord of hosts. But
ye say, Wherein shall we return? Will a
man rob God? Yet ye have robbed me.
But ye say, Wherein have we robbed
thee?" Once more Malachi comes forward
with the answer: "In tithes and offerings.
Ye are cursed with a curse: for ye have
robbed me, even this whole nation." W i th
this thorough diagnosis of the case, Malachi, speaking for the Lord, proceeds to
mention a further remedy: "Bring ye all
the tithes into the storehouse . . . I will
open you the windows of heaven, and pour
you out a blessing, that there shall not be
room enough to receive it." Mai. 3:7-10.
But Malachi's mind shifts again to the
dim and distant future and falls upon a
great testimony meeting described in the
following expressive language: "Then (not
now) they that feared the Lord spake often
one to another: and the Lord hearkened,
and heard it, and a book of remembrance
•was written before him for them that
feared the Lord, and thought upon his
name." (Mai. 3:16). He continues with a
comforting promise: "And they shall be
mine, said the Lord of hosts, in that dav
when I make up my jewels; and I will
spare them, as a man spareth his own son
that serveth him." (v. 17.)
Then he pictures the oven-burning day
of doom that shall eventually overtake and
destroy the wicked; but he alternates the
bright side again by saying that the Sun

Methods of Spreading the
Gospel Contrasted
By T. A. Long
N the early days of our beloved Brotherhood, it was not uncommon for brethren
to walk from Pennsylvania to Canada
and Ohio, to preach the everlasting Gospel of peace. That they had the missionary spirit, and love of God in their hearts
for the betterment of their fellowmen goes
without saying. Such long walks, sometimes through cold, other times through
heat, were a great burden and very fatiguing to say the least.
The adoption of the horse was quite a
step forward and many long distances
were covered by this the best of all Godgiven beasts. But even this method of
travel was quite tiresome, and, as "Necessity is the mother of invention," a vehicle called the buckboard was pressed into service.
It was composed of four wheels with
axles, with long elastic boards reaching
from the front to the rear axle. A seat
was placed in the middle on which two
persons could ride quite comfortably.
But even with this equipment long distances were very tiresome for the occupants. Consequently Brother Lakenbach,
who was one of the church's most intelligent bishops, conceived the idea of improving the buckboard. He secured two
good pieces of wood nearly the length of
the buckboard, fastened the one end securely about the rear axle, then placing a
small upright post under each one about
six inches from the axle. This made one
of the best sets of springs ever invented.
Near the front of this arrangement he
placed a good seat.
Thus equipped Brother Lukenbach went
on his long missionary trip to Canada. But
behold trouble was awaiting him. W h e n
he came to Canada the old brethren were
dumb struck to think that he would travel
in such a commodious vehicle worth about
$20 and proposed a council to decide
whether or not he could be received as a
brother. After some parley they made
about the same decision as the early church
did in Acts 15.

But just at this point God given wisdom
was manifested in the wireless and radio,
the greatest of all inventions, through
which a conversation can be heard around
the world. Here is the greatest opportunity for the devil to disseminate his satanic
activities, to seduce, delude, and deceive
humanity. Here is a golden opportunity
for God's children to do their part of lifting up Christ in the world at a very nominal expense compared to all former methods.
Consider how much it costs to send an
evangelist to California or from there here.
This amount spent in broadcasting would
not only give all our people a chance to
hear the evangelist, but also many thousands of others who never heard our people and many who never would hear the
Gospel but for the radio. I sometimes
wonder if those, who opposed new methods and new inventions, and afterwards
saw the great blessings derived therefrom,
were not a little ashamed of resisting stubborn facts.
This article is not written because of
any suggestions given by any one, but because the writer sees far reaching results
attainable by the proper and regular use of
the radio. Should the writer live until Oct.
22 next, sixty years in the ministry will be
completed. Through storms, cold, rains,
deep snows, and muddy roads, many miles
have been traveled on foot, and it may be
(Continued on page 359.)
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The Mid-Week Prayer Meeting
By H. W.
Why Prayers Are Not

Answered.

A Y E R S may go unanswered or they
P Rmay
have a delayed answer. If God

answers, He does so in one of three ways.
He will answer directly, conditionally, or
negatively. If He answers directly then
the answer comes in substantially the same
form or manner in which it was requested.
Thus, when Peter prayed for the restoration to life of Dorcas, God gave him just
exactly what he requested, Ac. 8:40. W h e n
prayers are answered conditionally then
there are further conditions to be met before the answer is consummated, or the
answer may come in a different form. See
the answer to Cornelius' prayer in Ac.
10:1-6. The ninth chapter of Daniel is
an illustration of an answer to prayer
quite different from the request. W h e n
God answers negatively He says "No" ,
as in the case of David, II Sam. 12:16-25.
But many prayers never even get a
God's " N o " ; they never get farther than
under the church seat, or some of the
louder ones may lodge in the attic. There
are a number of reasons why these prayers have never developed wings and flown
to the ears of God. Let us consider some
of these reasons.
1. A S K I N G AMISS. "Ye ask, and
receive not, because ye ask amiss, that ye
may consume it upon your lusts," Jas. 4:3.
This, probably, is the first and greatest
reason why prayers go unanswered. If
we should take a little time to analyze
our prayers we might be surprised to see
how much there is in them for our own
pleasure and gratification. All the great
answers to prayer recorded in the Bible
were given to vindicate God's word, to
uphold His honor, or to bring glory to His
name.
Some years ago in a meeting I was attending, a man came to the altar to be
prayed with for the healing of his stomach. While the workers gathered around
him in prayer, one of the workers dealt
personally with the seeker and soon
brought out the confession that the man
really wished for the healing of his stomach that he might continue in the drink
habit. Probably our case may not seem so
glaring, but if sifted down to the last
analysis we might be surprised to find that
it contained the same fundamental principal—selfishness.
2. L I V I N G IN SIN. "But your iniquities have separated between you and
your God, and your sins have hid his face
from you, that he will not hear," Isa. 59:2.
" N o w we know that God heareth not sinners," Jno. 9:31. This does not refer to
the sinner as we commonly understand
that term, but it means the man who professes to b e ' a Christian and has some
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known sin in his life that he is not willing
to forsake.
A friend of mine told an experience he
had after his conversion. In his Christian
walk and reading of the Bible he came
into the light of sanctification. He immediately began seeking for the experience. Right at this time he met a man
whom he highly respected as a Bible
teacher and evangelist.
Looking for
further light and some help, he said to the
evangelist, "Brother M—, I would like to
be sanctified." The Brother Evangelist
looked up at him and replied, ' H u b , the
Lord would not sanctify a dirty fellow like
you," and went his way. It was an unexpected reply, but the message went
home, and so did my friend. He went to
his room and pulled out of his pocket a
pack of cigarettes and laid them on the
dresser. Then out of another pocket he
took a deck of cards and laid them on the
dresser. Out of another pocket he took
some more unchristian things and laid them
on the dresser, and then offered the following simple prayer, "Lord, if my love for
you will cause me to lay these down, your
love for me will keep me from taking them
up." It is hardly necessary to add that
after that God mightily used him in soul
winning.
3. R E G A R D I N G I N I Q U I T Y IN
T H E H E A R T . "If I regard iniquity in
my heart, the Lord will not hear me," Psa.
66:18. This comes a step closer home for
it means the man who looks with favor
upon some form of sin although he himself is not guilty of it in outward act. Saul
did not help to stone Stephen but he was
consenting thereto and that made him guilty
and blocked his fellowship with God as
he afterward confessed, Ac. 26:9-11.
Iniquity in this verse has the meaning of
"nothingness, vanity," so that the verse
may be read, "If I favor nothingness in my
heart, the Lord will not hear me." This
makes us think of an empty house in which
the Spirit of God has not come to take
possession. If this be the correct meaning,
then the one whose life is not filled with the
Holy Spirit and is controlled thereby need
not expect many answers to prayer. Does
not this prove to be the case in actual experience?
4. O F F E R I N G
UNWORTHY
S E R V I C E T O G O D . "Ye offer polluted
bread upon mine altar . . . . will he regard
your persons? saith the Lord of hosts."
Mai. 1:7-9. It is surprising how some people give the Lord their cast off clothing,
the little scabby potatoes, and the little
wormy fruit that they cannot use or sell
and then have the "face" to ask God to
bless them with His richest blessings! Discarded and cast off articles can rightly be
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given to charity, but to count that as an
offering to the Lord is an insult to almighty God and an outrage to our own
sense o.c right. Nothing short of wholehearted service and the very best that has
been entrusted to our care should be considered a fit offering to him who gave His
life for us. If we are teaching a Sunday
School class, leading the Prayer Meeting,
taking part in the Young Peoples' Meeting, preaching the Gospel, or doing anything else for the Lord and His Church,
we should put into the work the very best
thought and effort there is in us. Failure
to do this is bound to clog and stagnate our
prayer life.
5. W A V E R I N G . "But let him ask in
faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like the wave of the sea, driven
with the wind and tossed. For let not that
man think that he shall receive anything
of the Lord," Jas. 1:6, 7. "The doubtful
things are mighty uncertain," is what the
Irish woman said when she saw an automobile stalled on the highway. This can
also be said of many of the things for which
we pray. Some things we ought to be in
doubt about. But then there are some
things that will not admit of doubt. The
verse before us refers to one. "If any
man of you is deficient in wisdom, let
him ask for it." "Let this mind be in
you which was in Christ Jesus," Phil. 2:5.
Here is something that will admit of no
doubting or wavering. It is just as much
for us as the air we breathe, and is an
absolute necessity in our prayer life. This
brings us back to the secret of the whole
subject: the reason why prayers are not
answered lies in the extent to which we
are filled with the spirit of God and controlled by the mind of Christ.
L E T U S PRAY, then, to be abandoned
completely to the will of God, be FILLED
with the Holy Spirit, and to have the mind
of Christ in all our thinking.
Oh, wonderful, wonderful W o r d of the
Lord!
True wisdom its pages unfold;
And though we may read them a thousand times o'er
They never, no never, grow old!
Each line has a treasure, each promise a
pearl,
That all if they will may secure;
And we know that when time and the
world pass away,
God's W o r d shall for ever endure.
Oh, wonderful, wonderful, W o r d of the
Lord!
Our only salvation is there;
It carries conviction down deep in the
heart,
And shows us ourselves as we are.
It tells of a Savior, and points to the Cross,
W h e r e pardon we now may secure;
And we know that when time and the world
pass away,
God's W o r d shall for ever endure.
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The Difference Between a
Message and a Sermon
By Rev. J. M. Hames
ITN T H I S age when there are so many
Ji books of sermons and sermon outlines,
there is a danger of substituting sermon
making for a live, vital, God-saving message. There is a world of difference between a mere sermon and a heaven-sent
message.
A sermon is man made, a message is
born in heaven and delivered with unction
and power. A sermon may be well polished, language correct, well outlined,
orthodox, straight, oily and well pleasing.
A message may lack polish, culture, and a
lot of other stuff that the school palms off
for preaching; but it bears fruit in awakening, convicting, convincing, comforting and
soul-saving. W h e n God gives a message
it is sharp and comes like lightning. But
when the preacher loses this old time
unction and power he tries to substitute
his pale candle light for the rugged lightning bolts from the skies. W h e n will we
learn the lesson that "the letter killeth!"
That is the exact strict doctrinal truth,
when separated from the Holy Spirit element, becomes an instrument of death.
Even the doctrine of holiness held and
taught in a dogmatic spirit is to break the
law of love. Without unction, oil and
sweetness of spirit our so-called sermon
will have a hardening effect and drive people from God instead of awakening and
winning them to Jesus.
A message must be born in prayer and
bathed in a sea of heavenly light and
tenderness if it would strike conviction to
the unsaved and lead believers into the
fountain. Let us remember that a lazy
preacher who fails to study and pray
through the week days can not speak fiery
and weighty words on Sunday.
In conclusion, I would say if we have
been substituting sermon making and dry
outlines and dead theology for a live vital
message let us go to the fountain head and
have long seasons of prayer and waiting
upon God. Get in such vital relation with
him as to make our words and sermons
conductors of heavenly electricity and oldtime power. Then we shall have a message for the people that will fill and feed
their hungry souls.—Sel. by H. C. Cassel.
If the week be empty of angels, you will
never catch sight of a feather of their
wings on Sunday. If we do not recognize
their presence in the midst of all the prose,
and commonplace, the triviality, the monot.ony, and the dust of small duties, we shall
go up the summit of Sinai itself and see
nothing there but cold gray stone and everlasting snows. "Jacob went on his way and
the angels of God met him." The true
field for religion is the field of common life.
—Selected.
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According to the Pattern
"See that thou make all things according to the pattern shewed thee in the
mount." Ex. 25:40; Heb. 8:5.
O D is particular and expects us to do
things just as He says. W h e n He
says that we shall yield ourselves unto
God, as those that are alive from the dead
(Rom. 6:13) He means that we shall do
exactly as He says. If we expect Him to
cleanse our hearts completely, He wants us
to be definite in asking for it, He wants
us to be in earnest. The Bible is very
definite; that is why so many people do
not like it. It says very plainly, "The
wicked shall be turned into hell, and he
that doth not believe on the son of God
shall not see life, but the wrath of God
abideth on him. You cannot serve God
and mammon." The Bible demands that

G

Longings
I long to live like Jesus, a life of t r u t h and
right,
To have ray record written on pages fair and
white.
To draw my spirit nobly from haughtiness
and pelf—
I long to live for others, and die unto myself.
I long to work like Jesus, amid earth's guile
and din,
To move with tender pity into the haunts of
sin;
To gently lift the fallen, unchain them from
death's hold,
And lead them to the Shepherd up in the
heavenly fold.
I long to love like Jesus, with purpose pure
and good,
To hold the vast creation as one dear brotherhood;
To pray for those that hate me, to bless
both foe and friend
And strew along life's pathway affection without end.
I long to BE like Jesus,—submissive, meek,
and mild;
A model of perfection; a blessed, holy child.
And when I fly to heaven and stand in courts
of day,
I long to kneel in rapture and praise His name
for aye.
Selected from an old "Gospel Messenger" by
Mrs. Geo. Cober.

people be decisive and nowhere does it
allow a divided life like many people are
living today. This definiteness is an evidence that the Bible is of divine origin,
for in everything that God says and does
He is definite.
God wills that we shall not live a sinful,
selfish life. W e are not definite enough
in our stand against sin. T o o many people have a false conception of the awfulness of sin. God wants to give us an experience so that sin will become exceeding
sinful. Many people are entirely too careless about the sin that is dwelling in them,
because they do not want their hearts
searched by God's divine truth. Psa. 139:
23. Before the Israelites were allowed to
keep the passover they were commanded
to make diligent search to see if there were
any leaven in the house. A superficial
search was not sufficient, every corner had
to be examined.
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God demands that we shall be just as
exact in respect to sin. How careless we
are to search our hearts and forget what
the apostle says, "Examine yourselves
whether ye be in the faith, prove your own
selves," II Cor. 13:5. How easy it is for
us to neglect this self examination. Some
people fear that if they go thru a real self
examination they will find that they are no
Christians. They hear about the joys of
salvation, but they fail to look into their
own hearts, because they have a feeling
that there are things there which ought
not to be. T o all such we would say, "Ye
must be born again."
Then again there are those who refuse
to examine themselves, because they know
things would come to light which they
would have to give up. They might be
satisfied with a superficial examination, but
t o go into it thoroughly and let the light
of heaven shine into their souls, that would
mean too much. For example, if a man is
not on speaking terms with his neighbor,
he knows that if the light of heaven were
turned in upon his soul he would have to
be reconciled.
Then again we are so inclined to spare
the big " I , " like Saul spared king Agag,
whom he was to destroy. W e try to excuse ourselves by saying, "This is no sin,"
when deep down in our heart we know
God h a t told us it is wrong. The reason
God does not give us more power is because we are not honest enough to confess and forsake the sins which He has
shown unto us.
W h a t is the result if we refuse to allow
the Holy Spirit to search our hearts? First,
it will result in spiritual blindness. If God
shows us definitely that there are things
in our lives which He wants us to give up
and we refuse, we will get into a condition that we can't recognize sin in the
heart. W e will imagine we are all right
when those who live with us know that
our lives do not correspond with our testimony, nor with God's W o r d .
Second, we are no longer susceptible to
the promptings and checks of the Spirit.
The W o r d of God as well as experience
bears out the thought, that when people
refuse to obey the voice of God their
hearts become hardened and they are given
over to a reprobate mind. Rom. 1:28. Hence
it is all important that we obey the voice
of God. Let us allow the Holy Spirit to
search us and if He reveals anything to
us that needs to be confessed or forsaken,
let us obey Him, and it will be a blessing
to our souls. Isa. 48:18.
Selected and arranged by P. J. Wiebe.
Only melted gold is minted; only moistened clay is moulded; only softened wax
receives the die, only broken hearts can
take and keep the impress of heaven. If
that is thy condition, wait beneath the pressure of the Holy Spirit. He shall leave the
image of Christ upon thee.—Selected.
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About Church Activities in
Former Years
By Benjamin

Cassel

if request and for those who care to
read about the problems and activities of the Church in other years, a
sketch of some of the events and sayings
that came to my notice, also information
gathered from other sources is here given,
in reference to the split that occurred in
the Church then known as River Brethren,
and which later on came to be known as
the Dayton District, Ohio, in about the
year 1838 (two years after the date of my
birth) when John Wenger, more generally known as "Johnnie Wenger", and
Abraham Harley and their followers, withdrew from the main body of the River
Brethren. As a result a separate organization was effected, then known as the
Wenger people. Wenger and Harley were
ministers and Wenger was a rrlan of influence and a leader.
*r
A few words here as to Church names.
The River Brethren were so known because the Church took its rise in Pennsylvania near the Susquehanna river in about
the year 1773. The y were known, when
referred to as a Church as River Brethren,
and are sometimes so called at the present
time, but the Church did not at any time
adopt the name River Brethren Church.
Sometime during the Civil W a r , in about
1862 -some of the members were drafted to
serve"irf" the army and claimed their nonresistent faith, so it became necessary for
the Church to go on record at Washington
as a non-resistent religious organization as
the "Brethren in Christ Church." Previous to this the Church was known,
though not ordinarily, as Brethren in
Christ.
The differences between the Wenger
branch and the original Church were, in
the main, in modes and methods of carrying on the Lord's work. Applicants for
membership and baptism and Church
in the Wenger branch, also known as
Brethren in Christ, were not required to
answer the questions put to them by the
Bishop who received them, relative to
verses 15, 16 and 17, Matthew 18, as has
been the custom of our church for years
.in the past. The Bishop in charge and the
church fathers did not favor any change
in the modes, and customs then in use to
spread the Gospel and preach Christ to the
unsaved, while John Wenger and his followers took the stand that the Church was
too conservative on these lines and that
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the Church should take more advanced
means and methods to promote Christ's
Kingdom. On this point and the modes
and the manner of taking in members, as
stated above, was the primary cause of the
separation.
Following this period the Wenger people, also known as Brethren in Christ, began to build meeting houses. The first
one was built in Harrisburg, Ohio, now
Englewood, in the year about 1849. Three
other denominations bore some of the
cost of the building, and shared its use to
worship there, but the Church was mainly
in charge of the Wenger branch. In this
church, as well as in other churches built
by the Wenger people, revivals, then
known as protracted meetings, were held
after the old Methodist fashion, inviting
sinners to come and kneel at the mourner's
bench, where prayer was offered in their
behalf. Many conversions and accessions
to the church were reported. In the meantime other ministers came into the Wenger
branch, and among them was John Swenk,
a man of influence and a leader. Then
there came a time (the date is not known to
the writer) when a split occurred in the
Wenger branch, and they came to be
known as the Swenkites and the Wengerites. Both parties claimed the name Brethren in Christ, and were headed respectively by Swenk and Wenger. In 1883 the
Swenkites united with the Evangelical
United Mennonites, and formed the Church
and adopted the name Mennonite Brethren
in Christ, thus leaving the Wenger branch
without a good leader, for previous to
this John W e n g e r passed to his reward.
Some united with other churches, so in
course of time, probably in 1923, the
Wenger branch of the Brethren in Christ
went out of existence.

Heart Searching - An Illustration
By J. H. Byer
R V E Y S A N D E R S and family, good
HArespectable
people lived in Ontario,

California. One evening after a rap, the
door being opened, officers said they were
there, to search their house for liquor.
They did not resist but were even ready
to assist in a thorough search. Mrs. Sanders led the way into every room, closet
and so on. She opened drawers, boxes,
trunks and other places where things might
be hid. T h e officers with their flashlights
peered into every place. "Nothing here"
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they said. " W e want to search now outside." A flask of liquor was found in
some shrubbery, placed there unawares to
the family, no doubt, by an enemy. They
were of course not prosecuted.
Illustration: The Holy Ghost will come
to search our hearts some time. It is best
to quickly open the door. If we resist He
will be grieved and may leave us forever.
Better welcome Him gladly. Invite Him to
make a thorough search of every secret
place. Tell Him the places where sin may
be lurking. Open every hiding place. Confess your secret faults to Him.
Thank God we may be found clean and
pure on the inside. It will be well for us
to invite frequent searchings. After gold
is pure it never looses weight by fire. So
we will not loose—but surely gain—by
deep thorough searchings.
But how about the outside. Is any of
Satan's trash sticking around? Solomon
says "Dead flies cause the ointment of the
apothecary to send forth a stinking savour:
so doth a little folly him that is in reputation for wisdom and honour." Do you
ever tell dirty stories and yet profess cleanness of heart? Are your words to your
loved ones sharp like razors? Praise the
Lord, our every word and action can be
consistent. Snuff on an old fashioned tallow
candle, use to hurt our eyes. So the light
that ought to shine forth from a clean
heart is often blurred by small things.
W h e n a person follows the fashions of the
world—even to a small extent—Satan is
well pleased. A Christian should be known
by appearance, walk and general demeanor. A clean heart will cause us not to be
so sensitive to the looks and remarks of
those around us.
704—E. 9th St.,
Upland, Calif.

Sweet Place of Prayer
By Florence Mae Lehman
"I love this sweet place of prayer;
"Tis hallowed to be there,
At this sweet place of prayer,
My heart overflows to Him who knows,
My every want, and need.
"Oh this place of prayer,
'Tis there I find new strength
For each, and every day of 'Life'
My Faith is strengthened, ray hope
newed.
As in His presence I humbly bow.

re-

"At this place of sweetest prayer,
'Tis there I feel his Holy presence.
Ever near my side.
He puts His arm of Love around me,
And tells me what He would have me do,
. While I'm kneeling at the mercy seat.
"To me this place of secret prayer
Has become far dearer than all the world.
Tis there I meet mv Lord, 'Mv Kins".
And my soul He fills to overflowing.
As He draws me closer to Him.
"With the toils and cares of life around us
I am glad there's a place of sure retreat,
At this sweet place of prayer.
For Christ has promised grace sufficient,
If we but follow in His way.
"So to me this place of prayer,
Has become more dear each day,
As I follow in the narrow way,
For there I find new strength and courage,
And all my cares at Jesus' feet I lay,
While kneeling at this sweet place of
prayer.
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True Bravery
M E T I M E S we think a boy is brave
S Owhen
he is not afraid of certain things,

but true bravery is not that; it is that courage that will stand in the right although
everyone else fails to do so.
A little boy, named Winifred came home
from school one day, and said to his
mother, "Elton Tilton is the bravest boy
you ever saw, mother. One day a big
dog came running along with his tongue
hanging out, and we thought it was mad.
W e scrambled over the fence; but Elton
walked right along without fear. He says
that he is not afraid of bears, or tramps,
or anything! I wish I were as brave as
Elton, but I'm afraid I never will be."
"I heard a story about two boys the
other day," said his mother, "and I thought
one of them very brave. They went to
school together, and one day they thought
it would be great fun to hide a frog in the
teacher's desk. But the frog tipped over
the ink bottle and spoiled a number of examination papers and other things, and this
made the teacher very sorry. The teacher
asked the boy who was guilty to own his
fault like a man and take the punishment
he deserved. He put him on his honor,
you see. Well, the older boy who found
the frog and first thought of the joke, sat
still in his seat without a blush. But the
smaller boy, though he trembled very
much, went to the teacher's desk before the
whole school and owned his fault. Then
he had to sit for an hour on the 'dunce's
stool' where everyone could see him."
"Oh, mother," cried Winifred, "I was
so ashamed! I'll never do anything like
that again! But how did you know?"
"I heard two boys talking about it as I
rode home in the car. I was proud,
though, of my boy, and I pitied Elton's
mother, for I said to myself, 'M y boy was
brave, but her boy was a coward'."
" W h y , I never thought that being
brave," said Winifred.
Never let anyone think he is brave if he
hides a wrong, even though he will not
fear anything or any person that might
harm nim. Sin is the greatest evil, and
we should shun every sign of evil, and
keep our hearts open before God.—Spark-

Governments and Atheism
Should God-ordained governments sanction organizations that deny and defy God?
"There is no power but of God: the powers
that be are ordained of God" (Rom. 13:1).
Every human government, therefore, exists
and operates only by the permission of
God; it seems a strange perversion of this
stewardship when a government in any
way encourages atheism. The American
Tract Society of New York calls attention
to the fact that for centuries the old English common law refused to carry out the
will of a testator who left a legacy for ath-
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eistic propaganda, this refusal being based
on the ground of public policy. But a change
has come. A recent annual report (the
fourth) of the American Association for the
Advancement of Atheism says that $100,000
was recently left to the Rationalist Press
Association of England for anti-religious
propaganda. Their fifth annual report,
just off the press, says that "for the first
time in history in this country (the United
States) a legacy ($3,000) has been paid
over by the court for the avowed purpose
of advancing atheism," this legacy having
been left to the "Pour A's" by a Wisconsin
man who died last year. It will be recalled
that the Atheism Association, when it first
tried to incorporate several years ago, was
refused incorporation rights in the courts;
a little later such right was obtained legally; and now this Association of atheists
carries on its work as an authorized organization in Christian America! The
president of the Association is reported
to have said that "he persuaded his mother,
a pious Methodist, to become an atheist."
The organization honors the American Tract
Society by saying that this great Christian
organization is "its most formidable opponent," and it also recognizes The Sunday
School Times as another opponent. The
Atheists are flooding the country with literature; the American Tract Society, the Bible Institute Colportage Association in Chicago, and many other publishers and distributors of evangelical literature, including
all the Bible societies, are far outnumbering the atheists—God be praised!— in the
distribution of literature. Meantime the
"Ex-Atheist" continues his tragic disclosures of what atheism does to the atheists,
in his notable series of articles now appearing in The Sunday School Times. Atheism is spiritual murder and suicide. But
God sent his Son into the world "that the
world through him might be saved."—Tract.
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Methods of Spreading the
Gospel Contrasted
(Continued from page 355.)
truthfully said that hundreds of thousands
have heard the word from his life in that
time, but now give hkn a well equipped
radio and in a few weeks he will reach
more people than in the whole of his former
ministry. Brethren, let us arise to our opportunity and use the radio to spread the
Gospel. Those who have the welfare of
souls at heart should contribute liberally
to send the message of salvation' to the
East, West, North, and South. M a y it
be possible that God in His great wisdom
ordered the radio into existence to inform the whole world in a few moments
the arrival of Christ's second coming?
"Finally, brethren, whatsoever things
are true, whatsoever things are honest,
whatsoever things are just, whatsoever
things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report,
if there be any virtue and if there be any
praise, think on these things." Phil. 4:8.
M a y the Holy Spirit direct in these lines.
If, as Bro. Hostetter intimated, the time is
coming when our missionaries will go to
Africa by aeroplanes, I would ask those
who object to such new methods if they
would be" willing to go on the old-fashioned
sail ships which required 42 days to come
from Germany to N e w York. N o doubt
all would say, "No, we will take the great
steam boats, thereby saving many days,
time and expense."
If the advance from the old sail ship to
the new steam ship is permissable why not
from the great steam ship to the airship?
M a y these simple facts become a stern
reality in our hearts and lives.
Millersburg, Pa., R 2.

A True Guide
, O M E T I M E ago an able aviator started from an Eastern
air port at the close of day for Chicago. He flew all
night. The following morning when he sought a landing
place, what did he discover but to his great chagrin he was south
of St. Louis. You ask, "Had he no guiding instrument?" Yes.
"Did he follow his instruments?" Yes. "Then why had he gone
wide of -his mark?" " W h y did he drift so far south?" Simply
this, after a careful examination of his instruments he found that
they had given him the lie.
Many a young man chooses as his guide in life a class of associates and heroes less worthy than the ideals he seeks to attain.
And after a time as he approaches his goal he is forced to the
sad disappointment and deep mortification because he is not realizing his fond anticipations. He reflects upon his course and reluctantly comes to the open admission that while he followed the
guides of his youth faithfully they healthily played him false.
Young man, choose your guides wisely, know them thoroughly
and you will inevitably arrive at your cherished and set purpose.
—B. M. B.
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The Evangelical Visitor
A Religious Journal
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SHEFEER-STECKLEY—At the home of the
bride's mother, Mrs. Leah Steckley, Gormley,
Ont., on Oct. 23rd, Bro. George Sheffer of
Stayner, Ont., was united in marriage to sister
Luella Steckley of Gormley, Ont. Bish. E. J.
Swalm officiating.
May the rich blessing of God rest upon them
as they live for His glory through life.
KEEFER-McCTJLLOH—On Sept. 1, 1931, at
the home of the bride's parents in Clyde, 111.,
there occurred the marriage of Sr. Cora E.
McCulloh to Bro. Samuel R. Keefer of Dillsburg, Pa. Eld. W. E. McCulloh officiated.
May heaven's benediction rest upon them is
the wish of their many friends.
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/ / we are not astonished that in winter
the trees are stripped of their foliage, the
fields are covered with snow, and the
meadows are stiff with frost; and that, by
the genial warmth of spring, what appeared
for a time to be dead begins to revive, because God appointed the seasons to follow in succession; why should we not allow the same authority to His providence
hi other matters? Shall we accuse God
of instability, because He brings forward
at the proper time what He had always determined and settled in His own mind?
—Calvin.

STAUFFER—Bro. John W. Stauffer, of
Palmyra, Pa., was born Dec. 27, 1852 and fell
peacefully asleep on Oct. 21, 1931, aged 78
years, 9 months and 24 days. He is survived
by his widow Sr. Sarah Stauffer, four daughters Mary, wife of Bro. Ira Zeiders; Lizzie,
wife of P. R. Moyer; Katie, a t home with her
parents, and Annie, wife of Daniel Engle; also
one son Harry Stauffer of Palmyra, Pa., one
aged sister, and Ave grandchildren.
Bro.
Stauffer was converted in early life and was
a faithful and consistent member of the
church of his choice for more than forty years.
He lived to see all of his children saved. He
was a pillar in the church and his prayers and
testimonies of God's grace and mercy will
ring on in our hearts.
Services were conducted in Palmyra Church
by the home ministry and burial took place in
the Gravel Hill cemetery. Text: II Cor. 5:1.
TAYLOR—Elder Myron Taylor, eldest son
of George and Sophia Taylor was born near
Imlay City, Lapeer County, Michigan, April
6th, 1873. He passed into rest at the Sikalongo
Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, September 16th,
1931, aged 58 years, 5 months, and 10 days.
He leaves to mourn his loss, his beloved
wife Adda, daughter of the late Bishop Jacob
M. Engle of Donegal District, Pa.; also two
daughters, Ruth Elizabeth, who is attending
the Messiah Bible College at Grantham, Pa.,
and Anne E., who is attending school in Bulawayo, South Africa. Besides these are his
aged father, and two sisters, Ruth Taylor, Almont, Mich.; Mrs. Arza Sutphen, Attica, Mich.,
and one brother, Elder Walter D. Taylor, of
Houghton, Ontario, Canada.
He gave nearly forty years to the Lord's
service.. He first came to Africa in 1906, giving almost 25 years of his life in the interest
of Africa's lost. He with his wife were the
founders of the Sikalongo Mission, where he
laid down his life in service to the people to
whom God had called him.
Brother Taylor was held in high esteem by
all who knew him. At his funeral one of the
Europeans said that there was not a more
highly respected missionary than Brother
Taylor. His sterling "worth as counsellor was
recognized by the Governor General of North
Rhodesia, having had him as a member of
his Consultation Committee.
Funeral services were held at the Mission
on the morning of the 17th in charge of the
brethren, Cyrus Winger and Cecil Cullen and
a neighboring missionary.
LONG—Erminda C. Farr, daughter of Hugh
and Hannah Farr, was born in Elmyra, N. Y.,
February 1, 1847. She was united in marriage
to Loren H. Long, March 29, 1868. To this
union were born seven children: Mrs. Carrie
Baker, Mrs. Alice Murphy, Lee, Arthur,
Frank, Bert, and Robert all living in this
vicinity.
Mrs. Long joined the Baptist Church, at
eighteen years of age, and remained a faithful member. She passed to her reward, Sept.
21, 1931, aged 84 years, 7 months, and 20 days.
She is survived by her seven children, her
husband having preceded her in death in 1909.
Funeral services were held at the Bethel
Church near Detroit, Kans., conducted by Rev.
Mykland of Chapman, assisted by Eld. John
Sheets. Burial was in Bethel cemetery.
SMITH—Kenneth Elmer Smith, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Smith, was born May 7,
1913, at Oak Hill, Kans., and passed away at
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the hospital in Winfleld, Kans., Oct. 6, 1931,
at the age of 18 years, 4 months, and 29 days.
From infancy Kenneth has been an invalid.
He was a patient sufferer.
He leaves to mourn his loss, his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith of Oak Hill; four
brothers, Clarence, Lawrence, Donald and
H a r r y all of Oak Hill; his grandfather, Elias
Smith of Clay Center, and John Sutton of
Oak Hill, Kans., beside a host of other friends
and relatives.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Smith home, by Rev. John Sheets, assisted by
Rev. H a r r y Crider of Detroit, Kans. Burial
was made in Pleasant Valley cemetery.
WOOD—William Barton Wood, son of Joseph and Mary Wood, was born January 30,
1854, in Cincinnati, Ohio, and departed this
life Oct. 14, 1931, at the age of 77 years, 8
months, and 14 days, at the home near Detroit, Kans. In early manhood he united with
the United Brethren Church and he was a
member of the church at the time of his
death. He is survived by his wife, fourteen
children and fourteen grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at Bethel Church
near Detroit, Kans., conducted by Rev. D. S.
Tarvin of Detroit, Kans., assisted by Rev. John
Sheets. Interment was in Bethel cemetery.
WOLF—Elizabeth S. Bowers, daughter of
Joseph and Mary Ann (Stoner) Bowers, was
born near Martinsburg, Pa., Nov. 14, 1847, and
died a t Savanna, 111., Oct. 16, 1931, at the age
of 83 days, 11 months, and two days. Her
parents moved to Stark county, Ohio, where
the deceased spent her girlhood days, later
moving with her parents to Illinois, settling
near Shannon. In 1873 she was united in marriage to Samuel R. Wolfe. She leaves her husband, one son, H. E. Wolfe of Lanark, two
daughters, Mrs. W. B. Myers and Mrs. Ida M.
Tuite, both of Savanna, three grandchildren,
and two great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at her home on
Washington St., Savanna, 111., and were conducted by Rev. P. E. Eckerle of the Church
of the Brethren.
MTJSSER—Christian H. Musser was born
near Ironville, Pa., on June 14, 1859, entered
into rest October 13, 1931, aged 72 years, 3
months and 29 days. He is survived by his
wife and the following children: Mrs. Scott
Nissley, Mrs. Samuel Nolt and Christian Musser Jr.; also the following brothers: Benjamin, Henry, and John, and one sister, Lizzie
Strickler.
He was converted about five years ago and
became a faithful member of the Brethren in
Christ Church. He will be remembered as a
loving husband and father.
His late home was in Mountville, where the
funeral was held with a short service in the
home, and further services in the Mennonite
Church nearby. The home brethren and Bro.
Jno. Charles, Mennonite, officiating. Interment
was made in the Musser cemetery near Ironville.
BECHTEL—Anna Mary Bechtel (nee) Hershey was born near Mt. Joy, Pa., May 29, 1847,
died Sept. 30, 1931 at the Messiah Home, Harrisburg, Pa., aged 84 years, 4 months and 1
day.
She was the daughter of Bish. Joseph Hershey and her mother's name was Anna Strickler. She with her parents moved to Ohio in
the early part of her childhood. In the fall of
1921 she came to the Messiah Home, being a
guest for ten years. We feel her removal
very keenly and possibly none will be more
greatly missed than she, especially in the
apartment where she had her room.
Her husband Abraham Bechtel preceded her
in death in 1920; also one child died in infancy.
She is survived by one brother, Clarence
Hershey, and one sister Mrs. Martin Bosler,
both of Canton; also a number of nieces and
nephews remain.
Funeral services were held Friday evening
at Messiah Home Chapel, being in charge of
Elds. John Lebo, David Brehm, D. L. Graybill.
The body was shipped to Canton, Ohio, D. L.
Graybill being escort, and on Sunday afternoon a t 2:30 p. m. services were held in the
Valley Chapel Church. These services were
in charge of Bish. W. J. Myers and D. L.
Graybill. Burial in the adjoining cemetery.

No man can be a good soldier of Jesus
Christ who is not crucified to the world—
to the love of its wealth, honors, pleasures,
and blandishments. Are there not many
even in the ministry of the Churches who
need to meditate prayerfully and searchingly upon these inspired words of the
apostle James: "The friendship of the
world is enmity against God"?—Selected.
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The Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
An Institution for the Aged and Infirm
3IC

HE OBJECT of presenting this short narrative
of the Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home of
Harrisburg, Pa., is to meet a constant and growing demand on those connected with its management, by those who by virtue and friendliness to
the cause, are entitled to a fuller knowledge of how the
work has been inspired and fostered under the blessings
of God, from its beginning to the present time.
The Home dates its beginning to January, 1895,
when two sisters of the church of the Brethren in Christ
were visiting at Hummelstown, Pa. In the course of the
conversation the subject of starting a home for old folks
and orphan children was discussed, and a conclusion
reached, to present the matter to the yearly district
Council of the Brethren in Christ Church, to be held at
Mechanicsburg, Pa., in February of the same year. For
want of time and other pressing matters it could not be
considered at this Council meeting but a special Council
meeting was called for this purpose. This Council met
on April 15, 1895, at Mechanicsburg, Pa., with Elder
Jacob Engle presiding. The matter was thoroughly discussed and a committee of eight brethren was appointed
to select a suitable location in the city of Harrisburg for
the Home. This committee was composed of the following: John B. Engle, Allen Pa., David Nissley, Mechanicsburg, Pa.; S. E. Brehm, Hummelstown, Pa.; David Eyer,
Rowenna, Pa.; Aaron Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.; J. L.
Kreider, Annville, Pa.; and Daniel Brubaker, Schaeffertown, Pa. At the same council meeting a soliciting committee of five was appointed, whose duty it was to solicit
funds in order to purchase the site which should be
selected by the committee of eight. The soliciting committee consisted of Simon Shumberger, Harrisburg, Pa.;
T. A. Long, Marysville, Pa.; Catherine Breneman and
Katie Ann Myers of Mechanicsburg, Pa.; and Elizabeth
Sites, Harrisburg, Pa. The work of these two committees resulted in the selection and purchase of the present
location for $9,000 from Josiah Brendt of Philadelphia,
Pa., by S. E. Brehm and A. B. Musser in June, 1895,
under advise and consent of the locating committee. The
first Board of Managers appointed at a Council meeting
held March 10, 1896 was composed of the following: S.
E. Brehm, Henry Garman, S. R. Smith, Simon Shumberger, and A. B. Musser.
Other names on various committees not previously
mentioned were John Landis, Palmyra, Pa.; H. G. Light,
Cleona, Pa.; John H. Myers, Mechanicsburg, Pa. and John
*
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S. Engle, Hummelstown, Pa. Dr. J. L. Seitz was appointed the first attending physican. Elder and Mrs.
John Myers took charge of the Home as the first Steward and Matron. Other names mentioned in connection
with the Stewardship are: Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Long,
Katie Breneman, Lydia Heisey, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Musser, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Garman, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Davidson, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Detweiler, Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Frey, Mr. and Mrs. David Engle, Mr. and
Mrs. Myron Taylor, and the present incumbents, Mr.
and Mrs. David Graybill.
Very few people have any conception of what is involved in the management of an Institution like the Messiah Home. Here there is a family of about sixty individuals housed together, who were originally from that
many different familes; each family having its own
rules and practices, often very different from each other.
It is evident that the management of the Home must
be firm and bring into continued harmony what would
likely become disorder and confusion. It requires Godgiven grace and wisdom to properly discipline the folks
and to attend to their proper diet, nursing, sanitation,
general comfort and welfare of these people.
There are at present about fifty-five guests, ranging
in ages from fifty-five to ninety-five years of age. There
are continually, a number of applications on the waiting
list. The rooms are all occupied with the exception of
one which is kept for emergencies.
The usual charge of admittance is $25 per month for
those who are not financially able to take a Life Membership. The usual amount for Life Membership is $1,500.
Members of the Brethren in Christ Church who have
little or no estate are cared for by the Home out of the
contributions and donations received by the Home from
the various congregations, districts, and individuals
throughout the Brotherhood.
The need for a more commodious building for proper care and comfort of the aged is very urgent. The
present building is rapidly becoming inappropriate for
the purpose. It is not laid out conveniently, and is out
of line with the laws and rules of sanitation and safety
from fire. Various efforts have been made during the
last ten years to provide a substantial, fireproof building especially adapted for this purpose.
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General Conference of 1931 has appointed a committee of five brethren to formulate plans and solicit contributions for the erection of a new building. One worthy
brother contributed $10,000 about six years ago and
others have given annuities for the same fund so that
there is now in the hands of the treasurer of this committee a total sum of about $13,000. This furnishes an
excellent nucleus for a fund of about $100,000 required
for a new building.
.
It is the confident belief that this amount will be
forthcoming from the members of the Brotherhood and
other worthy individuals who see their Gospel privilege
to give of their means for the care of aged people, many
of whom have given years of active service in the ministry and in mission work, at home, as well as abroad, and
also to a class of people of whom the Savior says, "Ye have
always with you, and when ye will, ye can do them good."
This committee feels certain that there are a number
of consecrated brethren and sisters that will give gladly
all or at least a large part of their estates to the various
institutions of the church.
This can easily be done by having a carefully drawn
will, which will place their estate where they desire it to
be used after they have gone to Glory. Many can contribute directly of their abundance and others can give
life annuities at a fixed rate of interest during their lifetime. The committee feels that all truly consecrated
members who have no direct heirs should have their wills
written at once in favor of the Messiah Home or one of
the other worthy institutions of the Church. Brethren
and Sisters, if you love the Lord, and the cause which
the Brotherhood seeks to uphold, do not let your entire
estate pass to those who are not interested in God's cause
at all or very indifferent in His service. Making your
will now, does not shorten your life, but will be a source
of joy and satisfaction, to know that you have fulfilled
this duty.
If you want your will drawn legally and carefully
consult or inform the Board of Managers of the Home
about it. The Home has a maintenance fund invested
mostly in tax free guaranteed first Mortgage Bonds, bearing 5% interest. This interest aids considerably in providing the daily needs of the Home, but this fund should
not be used for the building because it is needed for the
maintenance of the members of the Home.
Brethren and Sisters, Saints of God everywhere, and
all whole-hearted individuals, let us come forth boldly and
help in this noble cause.
COMMITTEE.
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Beautiful for Situation
D-K

The Messiah Home is prominently located in the
eastern section of the city of Harrisburg, in what was
formerly known as Allison's Hill. The building is set on
a high promontory, furnishing a beautiful view of the
major part of the city. It has no back side. Looking
toward the west, it affords an interesting view of the central part of the city with the magnificent $13,000,000
Capitol of the great Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and
its many auxiliary buildings and the new State Street
bridge with its many automobiles—a view hard to equal
anywhere. From the north side of the Home the eye be-
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holds the northern part of the city beyond which there
lies a beautiful stretch of farming lands until the view
reaches the Blue Ridge Mountains and the famous break
of the Susquehanna River throughout them. The eastern side of the building, which is the main approach to
the Home, gives an interesting view of the activities of
Bailey Street for a number of squares. This street leads
directly to the Home and ends at the court of the Home.
The view from the south side of the building presents another beautiful and interesting picture, showing the
southern section of the city. A costly edifice with a beautiful lawn, a Catholic institution for children, is directly
across Market Street on a promontory level with the
Messiah Home, and on the southwest is the famous Mulberry Street bridge,—a great thoroughfare of the city.
Harrisburg, the capitol of Pennsylvania, is located
=1
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Is the Messiah Home
on the eastern banks of the beautiful and historic Susquehanna River. It has an improved and beautified river
front for many miles.
The city was founded by John Harris about the year
1733. The place was first known as Harris Ferry. In
the year 1785 it was laid out in a village and named Louisiburg. This name was retained only a short time, since
on March 4th of the same year Dauphin county was
! formed from a part of Lancaster county. A county seat
was needed for a new county and Harris Ferry, then
called Louisburg, was selected, the name changed to Har-
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Baltimore division with the Philadelphia and Erie division
of the Northern Central. All the many excellent concrete
and water bound macadam Pennsylvania State Highways
lead into Harrisburg. The rich valleys of Lancaster and
Lebanon shake hands across the Susquehanna with the
fertile valley of Cumberland. These surroundings furnish such a variety of products that the city becomes
second to none in its supplies and general equipment.
On the grounds of the Messiah Home there stands a
substantial, commodious brick building known as the
Barbara Kern building. This building was made possible
by a very generous gift of $3,000 offered to General Conference on May 15th, 1900, by Miss Barbara Kern, who
was a native of Mount Joy Twp., Lancaster County. She
was prompted by the Holy Spirit to make this special
bequest for orphan and destitute children through the
loving care and many beneficences given to her widowed
mother at a time when she had a large family of little
children depending uporr her for support. This charity
was mainly extended the brethren and sisters of that locality, and was keenly and gratefully remembered by the
donor. This building, although originally donated fo]
a home for orphans, has by the consent of the donor
Miss Barbara Kern, become the property of the Messial
Home and has been made into a number of pleasant room;
occupied by members of the Home family. The Messial:
Orphanage for children of deceased or destitute parents
which is a direct outgrowth of the Barbara Kern dona
tion, is now beautifully located in a modern, commodious
brick building, near the Cross Roads Church, at Florir
Pennsylvania.

is fi»- B.-.-STESTIMONIALS OP MEMBERS OP THE HOME FAMILY

risburg, and incorporated into a borough in 1791. In
1789 it very nearly became the capitol of the United
States. It became the capitol of Pennsylvania in 1819
and on May 31st of the same year the corner stone of the
first capitol was laid.
Harrisburg is surrounded by a number of boroughs and
villages, viz:— Penbrook, Progress, Pleasant View, Paxtang, Oberlin, Enhaut, New Benton, New Cumberland,
New Market, Wormelysburg, Lemoyne, Enola, Fort Hunter, Coxestown, Steelton, etc. Its railroad facilities are
unsurpassed by any other city;—being the connecting
link of the eastern and middle division of the great Pennsylvania Railroad system, the eastern terminus of the
Cumberland Valley, the connecting link of the Lebanon
Valley branch of Reading with its western outlet, the
Harrisburg and Gettysburg line, and also connecting the

I realize my lines have fallen in pleasant places when I cam
to live at the Messiah Home. I enjoy the Christian fellowship am
association we can have with one another, and also the church privi
leges we have right in the same building. Most everybody enjoy*
a home of their own; but if we are not so favorably situated in hav
ing our own, we can be thankful to have such a good home provided
for us. Surely the Lord provides for his own and through the sacrifice of some of his children we are so kindly cared for here. Coming here as a Life Member relieves you of responsibilities which
mean so much to those who are not strong. We have the privilege
of helping with the work when we are able.
I enjoy doing my bit.
"The greatest pleasure of life is love, the greatest treasure is
contentment, and the greatest possession is health."
A Sister.
I have been at the Messiah Home for sixteen years. They hav<
been happy years to me. Of course the real source of happiness
must be in the heart. I first came here as a worker and served nine
. years. I came here of my own choice. Church privileges drew me
We have Sunday School and preaching every Lord's morning anr
Young Peoples' Meeting and preaching every Lord's day evening anc
a mid-week prayer meeting. I believe this is the best place for mi
and I am satisfied and happy.
A Sister Recently Departed.
O
I have been in the Messiah Home about twelve years, ana cai
say I love my home. I would not know where to go for a bettei
place. Sometimes we have t e s t s and trials but we find much for
which to be tahnkful. I pray the Lord to bless our Home and make
it a blessing in years to come if our Lord tarries. When He comes
we all should be ready to go with Him and enjoy the mansions prepared for us in Glory, where all will be love and peace.
A Sister.
Ten years ago I entered the doors of Messiah Home, where. I
found a pleasant and agreeable home. I have loved it from the time
I entered and hope to remain until they carry me out. The Stewards
and Matrons have all been kind to me, and though blind, I have
always been treated with the utmost kindness and consideration.
A Blind Sister.

tt

and lift out.
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LEGAL FORM OF WILL, WHICH CAN BE FILLED IN PROPERLY BY ANY ORDINARY PERSON. BE CAREFUL
TO HAVE THE DATE WHEN YOU SIGN IT AND HAVE TWO WITNESSES TO SEE YOU SIGN IT.

In the name of God, amen.
I, —

, of the County of :_

..

._

, State of

, being of sound mind, memory, and understanding but considering the certainty of death

and the uncertainty of the time thereof, and to the end that I may be the better prepared to leave this world whenever
it shall please God to call me hence, do therefore, make and declare this my last will and testament, hereby revoking al!
former wills by me at any time heretofore made.
First, I commit my soul into the hands of my Creator who gave it and my body to the earth to be interred in the
.

Cemetery.
Second, I direct that all my just debts and funeral expenses be paid by my hereinafter named executor as soon as

conveniently can be after my decease.
Third, I give devise and bequeath unto the Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home, of 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg,
Pa., the sum of

?

Lastly, I nominate, constitute and appoint

of

...

to be the Executor of this my last will and testament.
Signed, sealed, published and declared by the said testator as and for

last will and testament, in the

presence of us, who, at his or her request and in his or her presence, and in the presence of each other, have hereunto
subscribed our names as witnesses.
Witnesses:
:...

Signed

_

Date

_

_

—

(SEAL)
Parties that need the income of their estate to support them during life, can take out an annuity at a certain rat
. .
of interest payable semi-annually and at their decease their estate is finished without any proceedings at law. This
is a very desirable way of helping the Home and relieves you of the worry of taking care of your estate. Just very
recently three members of the Brethren in Chrast passed into eternity and left their estates pass to a number of indirect
heirs and individuals who are concerned very little or not at all about the welfare of the institutions of the Brotherhood. Does it look like entire consecration to the Lord ?
The Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home was incorporated under the laws of the state of Pennsylvania, at Harrisburg, on April 15, 1896.
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with her she seems to be in earnest. We ask
you to pray for her, that she may be kept
faithful, her surroundings are none too pleasant. She wants to live for God the rest of
her life. Her husband says he'll not discourage her. We hope he may come to the Lord.
(Come up and help us.)
Yours in the precious name of Jesus,
Mrs. S. S. Snyder,
Box 45, Paddockwood, Sask.

City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller and
wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld. and Sr.
Earl Bossert.
Chicaoo Mission—6039 Ilalstead St., in charge of Sarah
Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission—1194—14th St., in charge of Eld.
H. W. Landis and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Barbara
Hitz and workers. Bell Phone, Garfield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Sollenherger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in charge
of Bishop Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Communion services a t the Mowersville
Church on Saturday evening, Nov. 28 th a t 7
o'clock in charge of our Bish. Hoffer. A
special invitation is extended to all who can
to come and enjoy the service with us, especially the ministry.
Revival meeting beginning at the Mowersville Church beginning on Nov. 29th, in charge
of Eld. C. H. Meyer as evangelist. Come over
and help us.
—Cor.

Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sister Mattie
Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

BROWN COUNTY, KANSAS
On September 27th we begin two weeks revival meeting at the Pleasant Hill Church.
Bid. W. D. Reighard of Dallas Center, Iowa,
was the evangelist. His services were much
appreciated and the messages were delivered
in the power of the Holy Spirit. Bible t r u t h s
were presented effectually, and a few souls
bowed at the altar of prayer for conversion or
cleansing, and the Lord graciously met each
honest seeker.
The weather was ideal and yet the attendance was not what it might have been. This
is only an indication, however, that men are
seeking pleasure instead of the worship of
God.
During the meetings we were pleased to
have Bish. M. G. Engle and Eld. G. Whissler,
both of Abilene with us one night which added
inspiration to the service.
Our congregation here is small and we are
always glad for the fellowship of visiting
ministers and saints. Bro. J. L. Charles serves
us faithfully in the ministry.
Besides our Sunday School we have a midweek prayer service and also a Young People's
Meeting. We are encouraged to push the battle for souls. The Word says, "Many are
called but few are chosen." May we all be
ready to meet our Lord when He comes.
Mrs. Mary W. Heise, Cor.
Hamlin, Kans.

Evangelistic Slate

BELLE SPRINGS CHURCH
Navarre, Kansas.

Rural Missions

Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings,
Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder H. P. Heisey and
wife, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert Engle and
wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Elder Walter D.
Taylor and wife, Fillsonburg, Out., E. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence Herr, Steward;
and Sister Susie Herr, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home

O. B. ULERY, 1325 maiden Lane, Springfield, O.
Abilene, Kans., November 4-22.
"W. L. REICHABD, Dallas Center, Iowa.
Union Grove, New Paris, Ind
Nov. 1-23
Springfield, O., December 1-20.
"ELD. HAROLD K. SHEETS has been in
evangelistic work in California throughout the
summer and has further meetings scheduled in
California which will occupy his time until
about January 1st. He announces that thru
the remainder of the winter and spring he will
be available for meetings at other points."
Present address, 142 D Street, Upland, Calif.
ELS. JOHN N. HOSTETTER, Clarence Centre,
New York.
Maytown, Pa
Oct. 25-Nov. 8
Dayton Mission, Pairview Church
Nov. 10-Dec. 20
WILLIAM M. ASPER, Mowersville, Pa.
Cedar Grove, Juniata Co., Pa., Nov. 14-Dec. 1
Fox Hollow, Lycoming, Pa., Dec. 12-Dec. 30.
Also open for future dates.
D. R. EYSTEE, Thomas, Okla.
Cheapside, Ont., Nov. 3-Nov. 22.
Black Creek, Ont., Nov. 24-Dec. 20.
M. Cr. ENGLE, Abilene, Kansas.
Mechanicsburg, Pa., Nov. 29—.
MOWERSVILLE AND GREEN SPRING DIST.
NEWS NOTES
Our beloved Bish. H. B. Hoffer of Manheim,
visited in our district recently and gave us
a 'rich Holy Ghost sermon at the prayer
meeting at Bro. and Sr. Mowery's home.
The Needle Guild of Mowersville and Green
Spring met together and spent a day making a
lot of fine useful garments for the needy of
the city missions.
Our revival meeting at the Green Spring
Church began Nov. 1st, with Bro. D. W. Brehm
in charge as evangelist. We. solicit your
prayers for the meeting in this needy field.

A series of three weeks evangelistic efforts
were conducted with Bish. O. B. Ulery of
Springfield, Ohio, in charge.
The presentation of his messages were in
the spirit of love, stressing the privileges of
victorious living for God's people and the
blessedness of strict obedience to the Holv
Spirit's leadings.
Several cottage prayer meetings were held
in which the power of God was manifest.
Quite a number have expressed a conscious
need of a deeper life, but only a few have received definite help and can of a truth say
with the language of the Psalmist: "The Lord
hath done great things for us whereof we are
glad."
We are still praying that hungry hearts may
become satisfied in Jesus.
—A. G. E., Cor.
PADDOCKWOOD, SASK.
A report from the Howard Creek district
near Paddockwood, Sask.
We have had several visits by the ministers
from Kindersley and Delisle accompanied by
other dear brethren and sisters. Their visits
were surely appreciated. We did not have
large crowds, but it seemed as though they
were loathe to leave the place after worship,
sometimes asking questions on religion and
getting an explanation from the brethren.
We would especially note the visit by Bro.
Bert Shirk from Ontario. His visit was much
appreciated, but on account of rain and bad
roads there were only a few at meetings, but
all said they enjoyed them. If he had come a
week later the weather would have been fine
and roads better. There is a great field for a
stationed worker here, and we do earnestly
pray that God will open the way that "we may
have regular services, and people would get
into the way of going to worship. We solicit
your prayers, that sinners may be wrought
upon, and professing Christians awakened to
rise to a higher standard of living, that the
name of the Lord may be magnified and
praised. There are diamonds in the rough,
and we long to see them polished bright, for
the glory of God and their salvation.
A sister that had been taken into the church
by the right hand of fellowship, and had gone
back into sin has returned to her God-made
confession and testified to the goodness of
God in that He took her back, and as we meet

UPLAND, CALIFORNIA
Revival Meetings Closed—The last sermon
was preached by Bro. Harold K. Sheets of
Kansas, Wednesday evening, Oct. 21. Some
over twenty sermons in all were delivered, beginning Sept. 27. They were deeply searching through the Holy Ghost. While Satan was
stirred as Sanctiflcation as a diflnite work or
experience was clearly held up for God's children, yet perhaps 30 or 40 came to the altar
and received the desire of their heart as they
took the way with God. May God richly bless
our dear young brother's ministry.
Meetings in the Chino Church—Revival begins there Nov. 1st. Bro. Sfieets preaching.
Pray that many may be graciously saved and
others wholly sanctified.
Cottage Prayer Meetings—These being held
afternoons beginning before the close of our
revival and continuing at present, are much
blest of the Lord. Blessed union and prayer
fellowship is among us. We praise the Lord.
A Pull Together Against Cigarette Adver.
tising—A few weeks ago your humble correspondent wrote to the Literary Digest, 354360 Fourth Avenue, New York—that great
publishing house whose weekly circulation of
this one magazine is 1,400,000 and whose advertising rates run from $3,000.00 for a full
page to $9,000.00 for center spread four colors,
each issue—protesting against their cigarette
advertising and plainly stating that as long
as this condition lasted he would not take it,
as he did not consider it good to have in the
home, especially for the young. A surprising
prompt courteous reply is here given in full.
"We acknowledge receipt of your note of October 12th which will be given attention by
several of our officers.
"In this very difficult year we decided to accept cigarette advertising as all other magazines do. Advertising contracts are made
sometimes in advance and we have already accepted orders a year ahead.
"We appreciate your interest and want to
assure you due weight will be given your letter when cigarette contracts are being renewed."
I trust hundreds of ministers and lay members—mothers and fathers and others—who
read the above magazine will write similar
brief, pointed, yet courteous letters to the
above address, joining in protest and declaring their intention not to take or buy it. The
benefit will not only reach our own people
should they discontinue it, but perhaps untold
numbers of young men and women might be
saved from this awful habit. LET US DO IT
NOW.
J. H. Byer, Cor.
704—E. 9th St., Upland, Calif.
REPORT PROM KENTUCKY FIELD
"The Lord hath done great things for us
whereof we are glad." Psa. 126:3.
The third quarter is always the special harvest season on this field. While we expect and
do see some definite results at other times,
yet we look forward to this season as an ingathering time. And such it has truely been
this season. Praise the Lord!
We had the privilege of having the secretary of the Home Mission Board with us for
the first and second tent meetings which were
held at Grassy Springs and Robinson Ridge.
Bro. Hostetter delivered the Gospel Message
with simplicity, clearness, and power. His
services were greatly appreciated by the
workers and the people generally.
. The Grassy Springs meeting, being in a very
busy season, was not so well attended except
over the week-ends. Nevertheless, there were
some encouraging results. One young married
man was reclaimed and claims a call to the ministry. He has been exercising some and is
a promising worker in the service. One woman who was in dense spiritual darkness for a
long time was delivered and received a greater
change of countenance than any beauty shop
could make.
The Robinson Ridge meeting, near Home
Evangel, commanded extraordinary interest.
With Sisters Dohner and Lexow in regular attendance, we found opportunity to give our
services to the regular appointments, which
service was important. With Bro. Hostetter
leading the battle under the Holy Spirit the
work went forward. Not only was much interest stirred up but God's power was manifest and the months of earnest praying by the
Home Evangel sisters was rewarded. Since
the sisters have had a recent report publish-
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ed in the Visitor of the work there, we will
not add more except a word of commendation
for their earnest service. Also the services
of Bro. Hostetter will long be remembered in
Kentucky with appreciation.
The tent was then pitched at Pleasant
Grove with Eld. E. J. Rohrer as evangelist.
The attendance and interest at this meeting
was very good. A sad commentary could be
written on how through five series of revival
efforts in this community since we are on the
field, some hearts have hardened themselves
against the pleadings of the Holy Spirit, as is
the case in every well-evangelized community.
Nevertheless some hearts responded and some
great victories were won. Bro. Rohrer's earnest presentation of some vital Christian
truths will not soon be forgotten.
Associated with these three series of meetings, three Bible Conferences were planned,
which in the case of the first two were threeday conferences. In these many of the Scriptural teachings peculiar to the Brethren in
Christ Church were earnestly contended for
in the spirit of Christian brotherly love. Bish.
O. B. Ulery and party, Eld. C. R. Heisey and
party, and Bish. M. L. Dohner and party, were
the assistants with the evangelists in charge,
in these three meetings in their respective
order. Their visits, services, and inspiration,
were greatly appreciated.
The fourth and last tent meeting was held
in a new community near Goodin's Crossroads
which is eight miles from Garlin near the
newly completed state road past Garlin (which
is such a great blessing to us this summer
and will be more appreciated during the season
of bad roads.) We have been waiting for the
time when we felt God would have us take
possession of this corner of the harvest field,
the importance of which can be felt by the
following information. We are informed that
no revival effort has been made there for six
or seven years, no regular preaching throughout the year for several years, no regular
preaching whatever for about a year. There
are said to be over one hundred children of
school age in the school district and many of
their parents are a splendid type of people.
We are sad to report that there were only a
few Christian professors but the interest in
the revival was extraordinary, some commenting that they never saw such interest in a revival. The "highwater mark" was reached on
the tenth night when eight professed to have
been saved or reclaimed after much earnest
praying. About 22 professed to have been
saved during the meeting, some of which were
parents past middle age. A greater change
in the attitude and countenance of one man of
about 50 or 60 is rarely seen. It was a real
inspiration to hear him testify. Aside from
the salvation of souls the meeting resulted in
the revival of a large Sunday School; also
three regular preaching services a month by
the writer a n d , a prayer meeting and young
people's meeting conducted by the mission
family follow the meeting. Many interesting
things could be told about this meeting but
space forbids. Pray for us as we minister to
this splendid group of people.
We would recognize the faithful services of
our associates during the summer whose names
were not yet mentioned. Bro. William Engle
served well as song leader and tent caretaker.
The heartfelt farewell given him the last
meeting he was in the service indicates the
appreciation with which his services are remembered. May God bless him as he continues his school work. Sr. Myrtle Hutchison was the only worker with us throughout
the summer. She served as song leader during
the last meeting and won a big place in the
hearts of the young people at Goodin's Crossroads. The services of a native of this state
was considered a great asset to the work by
many and what a pleasure to have a convert
of three years ago as a co-worker in the tent.
Sr. Miriam Musser's assistance and devotion
to the work in the Mission family during the
tent meetings, as well as her help in the tent
services when possible were very much appreciated. We also greatly appreciated Sr.
Hostetter's contribution to the work and presence in the camp family with her husband. A
new native worker was initiated in the person
of Bro. Curtis Redmon during the last meeting who rendered excellent service as tent
caretaker and devoted assistance in the services. Thank God for consecrated workers!
Much appreciation is expressed for the services of the writer's father in caring for the
regular appointments of the work making it
possible for me to serve as evangelist in the
last tent meeting.
We would be glad to report more than six
or seven church accessions, but we would remind readers of the fact that the peculiar
service we render in communities otherwise
much neglected religiously, indicates that the
number of church members is by no means an
index of the service of the Brethren in Christ
Mission in the light of eternity. However we
know of a number who are continually showing more interest in the work and doctrinal
position of the Brethren in Christ Church.
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Pray for us as we continue to minister regularly to several hundred people in several
communities by 15 or 16 preaching services
per month, four prayer meetings per week in
four communities (this does not include those
held by the Home Evangel sisters) besides assistance in Sunday School work, young people's
meeting work, pastoral visitation, visiting the
sick, preaching many funerals, etc.
Some recent sad funerals, we have preached,
of people unprepared to die, and some contacts
with people who attend our services and have
had close calls in accidents, and above all our
belief in the near coming of the Lord inspire
us to do our best to save souls.
We regret that we must present a bigger
expenditure account than heretofore and we
beg privilege of a brief explanation. Buying
fruit jars and sugar to preserve food for a
larger mission family and most welcome visitors accounts for part of it. Also the car account, even after deducting more than the
running expense of any trips to Conference or
home folks runs high because of the necessity of repair bills and much driving on our
big field. As a matter of economy it is about
time to replace the car we purchased as a
used car over two years ago and have run
about 20,000 miles since, much of it over roads
that try a car's endurance.
As a news item of the fourth quarter we
are pleased to announce the presence of Sr.
Leora Yoder of Grantham, Pa., as a permanent
addition to the mission family at Garlin, making three workers here.
If this report is too long we beg pardon but
felt all herein contained was due those who
contribute to the work. May God richly bless
all who made it possible to balance the accompaning financial report. All offerings sent
to Garlin for the Kentucky work will be personally acknowledged and duly recognized in
the Evangelical Visitor and divided for the
needs as per the attached report.
Financial Report for July, August, September
Receipts
Balance on hand, Jul. 1, '31
$15.58
William Engle, Garlin, Ky
1.28
Luther Reynolds and wife, Garlin, Ky
5.00
Mary Hoover, Ohio
1.00
A Sister of Southern Ohio
5.00
Hebron S. S., Clay Co., Kansas
10.56
Kathleen Free, Englewood, 0
2.50
Robinson Ridge Cong., Ky
1.13
May Conover, Roy, Ky
2.56
Manor S. S., Penna
27.65
Refton S. S., Penna
27.92
Lancaster S. S., Penna
24.24
Pequea S. S., Penna
18.01
Phoebe Noel, Laguna Beach, Calif
5.00
Docie Calhoun, Cincinnati, Ohio
1.00
W. D. Betz and Wife, Northern Ohio
1.00
Elmer Goodin and Wife, Garlin, Ky
2.00
Valley Chapel S. S„ Ohio
5.70

States and it is 5,000 miles from north to south
and 3,000 miles from east to west.
The brother said if an African child gets
upper teeth first, they are alarmed "What
will it do later on?" Twins are counted as a
curse and are killed by natives who are not
Christians. The natives believe that sickness
and death are not from natural results.
Witchcraft has a grip on the African natives.
The; natives do not count it a shame to go
to jail.
Ninety per cent of Africa is reached by commerce and ten per cent by the Gospel. Christ
is the only hope for Africa and we are nearing His coming.
There are now about 950 members in the
South African Church and 900 more in the
Inquiry class that have confessed their sins.
The brother does not count it a sacrifice to be
a missionary.
May God use him and all of us to His honor
and His glory.
Tour brother,
George Benner.
FOR SALE

Total receipts
$157.13
Expenditures—Home Evangel
Table
$23.48
Horse
6.59
Fuel
2.41
Telephone
3.00
Fruit jars and supplies
4.79
Miscellaneous
5.86
Total for Home Evangel
$46.13
Expenditures for G-arlin
Car
$46.72
Table
35.21
Fuel
8.98
Canning supplies
7.92
Miscellaneous
5.13
Total for Garlin
$103.96
Total expenditures
$150.09
Balance on hand Oct. 1, 1931
$7.04
Balance carried over for special improvement fund at Home Evangel as per last report: $25.00.
Provisions were donated by the following:
Geo. McGaha, Robert Burton, H. O. Corbin,
W. F. Allison and wife, Luther Reynolds, Joe
Conover, Pink Dunbar, Pierce Bryant, Mrs.
Curtiss McGaha, Isaac C. Engle, and D. F.
Kipe and wife.
Tour co-workers in the Master's service,
Albert H. Engle and workers.
REPORT OF MISSIONARY MEETING
Eld. Roy H. Mann of Mountville, Pa., met
with us at Silverdale on Sunday evening, Sept.
27th. He used the 19th and 20th verses from
the 28th chapter of Matthew and also the 28th
verse of the 11th chapter of Matthew. People
need to have an inward desire to go for the
Lord—then it is much easier than if one thinks
he has to go.
The brother brought out that we should tell
the world on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. The world
is disgusted and is looking for something
real.
Africa is four times the size of the United

The farm of the late Rev. Frank M. Brown
containing 64 acres, mostly limestone soil.
Located at Woodbury church, % mile south
of Woodbury, Pa. Along state highway and
near consolidated school. A very desirable
home for a brother who would want to locate
in this locality.
If interested write or see Irvin N. Brown,
Martinsburg, Penna. or Elmer W. Miller,
Woodbury, Penna.

Activity or Spiritual Power
T N this present day, the sin-hardened
world demands that the Church produce
something which will justify its claims to
being a divine organization. W e maintain
hospitals, do charity work, furnish educational and recreational facilities for unprivileged children, and dispense many
philosophies; but organizations which claim
no credit to being Christian are doing the
same. There are various fraternal orders
in whose programs the name of Jesus has
no place, and some whose standards of
morals are on a low plane, but when it
comes to great charitable enterprises and
philanthropic activities they equal anything
the Church does. They are the Egyptian
magicians of this age who are duplicating
the work of God's people to that extent.
Before we can challenge the attention of
the Egyptian court of this world, the
Church will have to produce fruits of spiritual power which the world cannot duplicate. W h e n the Church goes beyond the
humanitarian ministries; when she becomes
saturated with a divine love that includes
the souls of every nation; when she pours
out her wealth in sacrificial giving to the
missions of other lands, not only to relieve
famine and plague, but to bring them the
Gospel of salvation from sin,—then we will
come nearer fulfilling our mission in the
world and justify our existence.
Until then, we are going to be responsible before the bar of a just God for what
we could be and are not doing. Our responsibility is measured by our ability. W e
should not be boasting of what we are doing, when we ought to be on our knees in
humility and repentance because we are
not wisely using the wealth which has been
entrusted to our keeping.—James B. Reid,
in the European Harvest Field.
We must remember we have two ears,
to hear each side before we give judgment.
Matthew Henry.
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Problems of Worship in the Sunday School
By Ernest M.

Frey

H P H R E E years ago, in connection with are all right but they only present the negmy work at Grantham, I sent out a ative side. If these people were really
questionnaire to the Sunday School sup- worshiping God in the general assembly
erintendents in the Sunday Schools of our would they be disorderly in the classrooms?
Church. At the time I did not make a If they were really participating in the
public report of the many interesting find- prayers and hymns and scriptures of the
ings. I wish to take this opportunity of assembly—not in words only but in heart
thanking all those who so kindly and and soul—would that spirit of worship
promptly responded and I trust that a dis- leave them at the dispersion of classes?
cussion of some of the vital problems of
And before 'passing on I would like to
our Sunday Schools will be of as great a raise a question concerning those eight who
value now as it would have been then.
answered yes, that their Sunday School had
The first question pertained to worship. the desired spirit of worship. I have no
Of the eighteen who gave answers to that answer to this question. I almost fear to
question eight said that their Sunday present it. I fear that I will be misunderSchool manifested a proper spirit of rev- stood. I present it as a thought provoker.
erence and worship, eight were pleased Is it a healthy spiritual condition when
with the situation but qualified their an- eight out of eighteen say that their Sunday
swer with expressions of a desire for bet- Schools do have the proper spirit of wor" ter conditions, and two said that they did ship? If that is the case there will be litnot have the proper spirit. The question tle backsliding in those schools. Converwas raised by one of the latter as to sions will be common at other than revival
whether the element of worship has any times. Children that grow up in those Sunplace at all in the Sunday School. He day Schools will continue to be Christians
said that the Sunday School is a place of —that is if they participate with heart and
instruction and that the architecture of the soul in the worship service. If the above
Sunday School room is not conducive to is the case in the eight schools mentioned
we are glad for that healthy condition. If
worship.
W h a t should the Sunday School in- it is not the case and those who answered
struct? Should it teach its scholars how to yes had in mind order and attention we
live good lives? to know the Bible? to be are sorry, for those superintendents do not
interested in Missions? to give freely to the have the vision of training in worship and
Lord? to learn Church History? to sing without that vision there will be little trainChristian hymns? That is all very fine. ing.
The second question that I asked was
Can it succeed in teaching them how to
live Christian lives without teaching them concerning discipline. This, of course is
how to worship? Can it teach them how in a way related to the matter of worship
to worship without giving them opportun- and it is also separate. If the attitude of
ity for participation in worship and the worship is as it should be there will of
manifestation of the proper spirit of wor- course be no discipline problem, but on
ship? Worship is only one element in the the other hand where there are cases of
program of the Sunday School but it is lack of true worship it is necessary and
surely an important element and one that possible to have a successful program of
can never successfully be ignored. In an- discipline. Nineteen answered the quesswering a later question the same superin- tion and of these thirteen said that they
tendent who is above mentioned says that did not have any noticeable trouble with
very few of the Sunday School children bad discipline, three said no trouble but
stay for church. I wonder if they ever do qualified their statements, and three said
that they had trouble.
participate in a worship service?
One superintendent presents his case like
Another one (listed as a qualified yes)
says that "the members of the Sunday this. "The atmosphere of the school at
School manifest a very commendable spir- times is such which might impress one that
it of reverence and worship in the general reverence for God's house is lacking. The
assembly although sometimes in the class- commonplaceness of the church is the
rooms there is more or less disturbance cause of much irreverence. Fathers and
which is due in part, at least, to a lack of mothers talking about stock, chickens, and
a proper spirit of reverence and devotion." such like and the younger folks talking
I would like to raise this question: Has the about their interests instead of being quiet
p'erson quoted above made the correct dis- in meditation and prayerfulness before the
tinction between worship and politeness; session begins, has much t o do with the
between reverence and being quiet and atmosphere when the session is on . . .
orderly? Reverence and worship are pos- T h e meeting place should be not one of
itive reactions bringing us into closer con- folks who meet for the sake of meeting
tact with God. Politeness and orderliness but the meeting place of God and man
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with man. Could we impress this upon
our fathers and mothers, older and younger,
the noisiness of our Sunday School and
worship services would become an absent quantity."
Another writes, " W e have a few young
men from sixteen to eighteen years of age
who are disinterested and often remain
outside during Sunday School and sometimes influence other good scholars to stay
out." Another writes, "Yes, we have had
some trouble with certain children. Perhaps less than one fourth of our children
come from the families of our own people.
The boys and girls are brought from
homes, in some instances, where there is a
poor background." And another writes,
" W e have had some trouble with several
individuals usually being boys who had
some of the qualities of leadership and
thus influence to some extent the entire
class. W e usually handle this situation by
promoting the boy to an older class where
he is obscured and dominated by those
somewhat older than himself. He does not
feel so "smart" in the new class."
The obvious danger that besets all of
us when it comes to dealing with problems
of discipline is that we are tempted to
loose sight of the ultimate aim and concentrate all of our attention on the immediate. Our purpose, after all is not to
make the children merely quiet and to stop
the noise. W e could do that with sticks.
W e 'want the quiet and order because that
makes possible better teaching. W e do
not want to force children into passive
submission; we want to have active and
aggressive Christians. Obviously a lack
of good discipline is caused by a lack of
interest, a lack of respect, or a lack of the
worshipful attitude. In the case of the
young men who remain outside, the Sunday School did not appeal to their interest,
it did not inspire them to awe, or reverence, or worship. The result was that
they were a source of disciplinary concern
to the teacher.
The third question considers a little different problem but at the same time one
that is very wholly dependent on the way
we handle the above two. The question
read thus: D o the children who attend your
Sunday School 'in their early childhood
continue to attend as they grow older? or
does a large number drift away, either going to other schools in the vicinity or discontinuing attendance altogether? Of those
that answered seven reported a falling
away, seven reported that most continued
to stay, and three were divided. In general the schools in the country where most
of the scholars came from the homes of
members of our church there is little falling away but in the cities where many of
the children come from the outside there is
a great deal. One, for example, writes as
follows: "During my twelve years' connection with the Sunday School here I have
(Continued on page 372.)
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Your Gifts Appreciated
Many phases of our Mission W o r k are
entirely dependent on your special gifts.
Current expenses have so depleted the
General Fund, that the following specials
need your hearty support.
Names and Addresses
FOREIGN

MISSIONARIES

Africa
MATOPO
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F. Eshelman,
Mrs. Sallie K. Doner, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Elder and Mrs. W. 0. Winger, Miss Sadie Book, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Miss Mary Brenaman, Miss Lois Frey, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.

WANEZI
Elder ana Mrs. H. J. Frey, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Anna R. Engle, Miss Annie M.
Winger, Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
SIKALONGO
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen,

Our readers will note in the Foreign
Missionary Department a letter from Sr.
Myron Taylor which gives added detail
to the sad occurrence which ended the life
of her beloved husband. The letter was
written to her brother, Bish. S. G. Engle
of Philadelphia, but has been passed on to
us for publication.
Following this we also have a letter
written by Bro. Taylor to a fellow missionary just a little while before his home going. Truly our Brother's life and heaven
born passion to preach the Gospel to those
in the regions beyond comes to each one
of us as a mighty challenge.
There are still millions of those who
have never heard of the Gospel of our
Lord Jesus and shall we, in whose hands
lies the power to give, deny them the light
of the Gospel?

Concerning Sr. M a r y Heisey
Late reports indicate that the condition
of Sr. Mary Heisey, returned missionary
from Africa, who was compelled to return
from the field on account of illness is somewhat improved.
She is being cared for at the Messiah
Home.
Those who wish to write her should address their letters to 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle, Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Gayman.

Home on Furlough

F o r Africa
African Special Fund

Miss Martha Kauffman, 319 Spruce St., Abilene, Kansas.
Eld. R. H. Mann, Mountvillc, Pa. Care G. J. Mann.
Miss Effle Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, Ohio.
Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, 317 S. High St., Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Mrs. Grace P. Steigerwald, 241 Chestnut St., Marion, Ohio.
Care of B. F . Stauffer.
(Retired.)

These Contributions should be sent to
Graybill Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa., and
will be forwarded for the purpose designated.

march on,—we dare not retreat. T o retreat is to be covered with shame—to
march on is to be covered with His glory.
W e invite you to share the glory.
A. D. M. Dick.

Death in our Midst

T o All Supporters of the
W o r k in India
OR some time complaints have been
F
coming to us that certain offerings
sent direct to the field have not been acknowledged. W e anticipate this, because
for a period of about eight months much of
our mail went astray. W e believe the letters were stolen for the postage. Local
mail was very seriously interfered with
and foreign mail bearing more postage
would naturally suffer. W e are sorry for
this. If you have failed to receive an acknowledgment within three months after
you sent your offering please inquire at
your bank whether your check or draft has
been returned thru the proper channels, and
bearing the stamped endorsement of the
Field Treasurer. If so, please rest assured that your offering has been received
and duly placed in the proper fund here.
And also please accept our hearty thanks
in Jesus' name for it.
A. D. M. Dick.

Notice—Wanted for India
V E R Y industrious group of prayers
to prevail with God in behalf of the
Annual Bible Conference in India. This
year separate meetings will be held in Supaul about Nov. 1. T h e Saharsa meeting
will follow. Bro. P. A. Smith will be our
preacher. Hold him up. P r a y for the
missionaries that they may be deepened
and strengthened in God. Pray for the
Indian church that an unprecedented revival may fall upon them. These are days
of sifting for the church of Jesus in India
and she needs your prayers. W e must

For India
Native Workers Fund
Orphanage Fund
Propagation Fund
Medical Fund

A learned atheist once met a plain
countryman going to church. He asked
him, " W h e r e are you going?" "I am going
to church, sir," was the reply. " W h a t to
do there?" " T o worship God." "Pray, is
your God a great or a little God?" "He is
both, sir." "How can He be both?" "He
is so great, sir, that the heaven of heavens
cannot contain Him, and so little, that He
can dwell in my poor heart." The atheist
declared that this simple answer of the
countryman had much effect upon his
mind.—Heart and Life Magazine.

By H. H.

Brubaker

•ITH the details of the tragic death
of Brother Myron Taylor just coming to us there comes a cablegram stating
that the infant son of Brother and Sister
Charles Eshelman has passed away. Our
hearts, still sore and bleeding, ar^
further saddened by this new invasion of
the "Grim Reaper" into our already small
. group. The fact that our group is so small
and that we are so far removed from any
considerable number of our own beloved
ones and friends makes the grief more
poignant.
T h e difference in the ages of the depart
ed ones is considerable. The places they
filled is just as different; yet in one sense
they were both missionaries and will be
missed as such. The Natives very often
refer to the children of missionaries as missionaries. T h e example of a missionary's
family growing up among the Natives in
righteousness and godliness is a mighty
force for Christ. The object lessons taught
by the parents' care of their children are
more valuable than many mothers' meetings, men's meetings and lectures on child
care and training because that which is
lived and seen with the eyes is more real
than the written or spoken word.
W e have lost two missionaries in Africa. Our hearts go out in deep sympathy
to the bereaved ones. M a y our loving
Father sustain them. T h e husband and
father will be so sadly missed at Sikalongo
Mission. The leadership so long exercised
by Brother Taylor in Northern Rhodesia
will have to be borne by another. The N a tives have lost a true friend and champion.
He w a s ever interested in their material,
physical and spiritual welfare. He laid
down his life endeavoring to administer all
three of these needs. Our mission group
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in Africa has lost one of its senior members. W e have lost a very able counselor.
He was a man with the courage of his convictions. He had what the Natives call a
"shadow," meaning a n influence which
over shadows and gives weight to one's
words; briefly a strong personality. Our
church has lost a strong exponent of its
doctrine and rights. Personally I have lost
a close friend and sincere advisor. A little incident which was brought to my notice during my last visit at Sikalongo a
few months ago illustrated a strong factor
in Brother Taylor's life. It is this: About
four o'clock one morning a Native
preacher passed Sikalongo Mission.
He
said on the one side of the mission by a
river he heard Brother Taylor praying
while on the other side of the mission by
another river he could hear a lion roaring.
Brother Taylor spent much time in prayer.
That the "King of Beasts" should destroy
his life seems all the more touching in
view of the above incident.

his responsibility and do it. If God says
pray, pray. If He asks you to give, give;
yes, even in times of financial depression
lest you shall fall into Spiritual depression.
If He says go, go for your own sake; for
the unsaved's sake; and most of all for
Christ's sake.

very sick, and was being brought into
one of the camps the same day he became
sick.
I could not go to him because the way
was difficult and we could only take the
oxen part way on account of quarantine
because of the deadly tsetse-fly.
W e sent Arthur, one of our native
teachers, who knew the way: he had been
with Myron nearly two weeks. They took
the smallest cart as far as they could and
walked the rest of the way. They went
down into the Valley and came into a village where Myron was holding a service.
Myron had fainted after a walk to a village and back again.
His face was
scratched from falling. The natives put
water on his face and he revived, and the
same day kept on with his work.
W e were quite anxious for a few days,
until we heard that he was better. By that
time we had asked Jesse, our faithful
stand-by, to go on his wheel and bring us
word. Saturday morning Jesse met a man
who had seen him in the Valley and sent
this word to us, "Mufundisi is better; he
is working his work." W h a t a relief this
was to us, and Saturday evening while we
were having our evening prayers he came
in and knelt with us, taking part in prayer.
He remained five days, and busy days they
were for him, settling accounts with boys,
working on his book accounts, etc. Then
he was off again.
He stopped at the camp of the supervisor, who is M. Walker, and agreed to take
charge of the men while Mr. Walker went
ahead to mark out the road.
On Monday afternoon he took some
boys and went out after a lion which was
caught in a trap, but got away with the
trap, I think. Mr. W a l k e r thought best to
wait until the next day, when the lion
would be weaker from his wounds. Nevertheless, Myron went and the lion came toward him. He shot twice and missed,
probably because he did not have his own
rifle. Meantime the natives climbed up
trees. The third time he had difficulty in
replacing the cartridge and the lion was
upon him. The natives say he kicked at
the lion, and the beast caught Myron's
right leg just at the ankle and above,
breaking the bone. He demolished the rifle
in trying to protect himself and crushed
his right hand. Then he struck with the
left hand and the lion bit his arm badly.
The lion sat by his side awhile, (Myron
thought it was about 20 minutes, maybe
not so long) then walked away, leaving
Myron helpless of course.

The vacancy caused by the death of
Robert Eshelman is also keenly noticed.
His parents will miss his little cries and
cooing. The loss of the little life, so soon
snatched away, leaves severe heartaches.
Matopo Mission is now without the presence of a child, which is nearest heaven
in its purity and sweetness. Another little
mound adorns the graveyard at Matopo.
Another pair of little hands beckoning
heavenward. W h a t wonderful glories will
one day unfold when we meet over there.
There seems to be a challenge in the
death of Brother Myron Taylor. It is so
all-inclusive that I feel to mention it here.
It is said Brother Taylor remarked, "After
having spent all these years in Africa I
would feel guilty to stand before my God
without having preached the Gospel to the
people in the Zambezi Valley." After a
period of approximately twenty-four years
as a missionary during which time he endured the hardships of a pioneer, and during his last term on the Field with an everpresent affliction which would have invalided many men he pressed on. W h y ?
Because souls needed help. Because he
had a vision of their utter despair in sin.
Because they are enshrouded in darkness
which comes closer 'than night; it is a
part of them engrained into their very
soul. Some would have said it is no use.
You may say let the other person do it.
You may answer, If God wanted the Gospel preached to those people why did He
allow Brother Taylor's death? If the N a tives wanted a helper so badly why did
they run away and leave him in an hour
of great need, you may reply. Dare you
trifle with God by asking these and a number of similar questions. W h o will say,
I will go and do it? Accidents such as befell Brother Taylor shock and sadden us,
but the wail of the lost, whom he went to
succor does not disturb the profound slumber of many. M a y every reader realize

A Letter from Sr. Taylor
Sikalongo Mission
Choma, N . Rho., S. A.
Sept. 16th, 1931
Dear Bro. and Family:
I hardly know just what to write to you.
At this present moment two doctors in
our bed-room have Myron under.
That is all I had written when Sr. Eyster
came in. I asked her, "How is Myron"?
Her hesitating answer caused me to feel
the worst had come. She told me, "The
doctors see no way of helping him but to
remove the mangled hand." You will
know it long before you receive this letter.
For quite awhile Myron had wanted to
get away from Station work; to spend more
time amongst the people in their villages.
His first opportunity came when Bro. Cullen came here to labor with us. I accompanied Ruth to Bulawayo when she left
with Bro. Brubakers. On the following
day, Myron, taking Arthur, two of our
Christian men, and carriers wih him, left
Choma on a trip through the hills to the
Zambezi Valley. He found great opportunities here to give the people in this particular part of the Zambezi Valley in N .
Rhodesia, the Gospel of salvation. Later
he called for Peter, Arthur having returned.
They are having a famine there at present
because of lack of rain last season. The
Government is providing grain for them, but
it has been difficult to get it to them.
At the same time a road is being made,
and men from the Valley are assisting. A
number of gangs are at work morning and
evening. These gangs have had the Gospel preached to them, by Myron or one
or two of the native Christians from this
place. Sometimes one was left for this
work and the other two went with Myron
into the Valley to preach to as many people as they could reach. There is a Food
Relief Camp which moves forward as the
road is made, and they preached to people coming for food as they stopped over
night at certain villages or places where
water was near.
Since Aug. 1st, Myron was home twice;
the first time just tweny-four hours, t o attend to a little business and get our handmill down to camp so the men on the road
could have meal; they were having whole
corn only and were becoming dissatisfied.
He helped to oversee gangs at one time
so the supervisor could go hunting to give
the men meat. The last time he was home
five days. He came this time to relieve
our minds because a boy had come from
the Valley, and reported that Myron was

W o r d was sent to M. Walker 'who was
about three miles away. He had him
brought into camp where they bound up
his wounds, fixed him on a stretcher, and
brought him by night about thirty miles
through the hills. They intended to bring
him to a camp where the truck driver
stayed, but the driver and truck were not
there, so instead of going to Choma they
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brought him to the Mission and Bro. Cullen rushed for the doctor.
I was not home, Monday afternoon. I
had gone to stay with Misses Jordan and
Loew, who were camped at the outschool
at Siazwela, a valley at the foot of the
first hills. Bro. Cullen took me about three
miles to the top of the hill, then I walked
about five miles. The road runs near by
this village. Monday night, Joshua, who
•was with the carriers, came to our camp
at 2:15 a. m. and brought the sad news.
The camp they were expecting to reach as
soon as possible was fully two miles away.
W e knew the best thing we could do
was to come as fast as possible to Choma
where Myron would have been had the
truck been in Camp. After another consultation with Joshua, we had two of Myron's carriers—who had come back to get
meal—go on ahead of us to have Bro.
Cullen meet us at the top of the hill. Bro.
Cullen knew we had heard and sent the
ox cart, while he went for the doctor.
W e arrived home shortly before the
doctor came. W e feared to attempt to do
anything to him because of his broken
bones. W e tried to take off the shoe but
it pained him too much to do anything
without some hypodermic injections.
The doctor made his leg more comfortable, attempted to set it, and then
gave a hypodermic injection and tried to
do his hand. It was in a terribly mangled
condition; little finger gone; next one just
hanging by a bit of skin; the third one
looked a little better, while the index and
thumb looked as thought it might be saved,
but the mauled condition of the hand made
that even hopeless. The doctor saw that
Myron was just at the point of collapsing
and he did not want to bear all the responsibilities. He put cotton saturated in
strong antiseptic solution on the hand.
By consent he sent for another doctor who
was 100 miles away who had to come by
trolley and could not get here before 1
o'clock during the night.
In the morning when they got ready to
dress the arms, they had to give some
chloroform. Said it was the only chance,
and they feared even that for his heart
was very weak. They had a few consultations before and finally ventured. Sr.
Eyster was very helpful to the doctors.
They worked cautiously and quickly, removed the right hand only where it was
broken, and he passed away under the
anesthetic.
I cannot tell or know what he suffered,
but he did it bravely, and at times was
able to speak reasonably. W e tried to
keep him quiet, but if we had known
what we now know, I should have spoken
to him more definitely.
I know this that he tried to do what he
could for the people in the Valley, for
soul and body. He gave the message Jesus commanded. The burden of his heart
was to get out to give the Gospel to the
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people east of us beyond the hills. The
last time he was home he said he would
be ashamed to meet his Lord without having given the message to those people.
The people are humble because of famine,
and they listen attentively. At one village
there were nine people who gave their
names as Enquirers. Pray for them. W e
desire the message to go on until all know
that there is salvation for all who believe
in the name of Jesus.
Sept. 17th. W e buried him this morning
about nine o'clock. Nine of our friends
in and about Choma came out, and some
brought flowers. A neighboring missionary
of the Primitive Methodist Society was
with the number who also helped Bro. C.
Winger and Bro. Cullen with the service
which was held at the grave.
I wish you could have been here to witness the ceremony.
As we proceeded from the house to the
place of burial all the boys were lined up
in three ranks, standing at "attention" by
the road at the church.
Dr. Robinson acted as undertaker, and
the Europeans all took a shovel and helped
to bury him, while the native brethren also
helped.
There were many natives here also, and
they all tried to express their sorrow to
me.
All our dear co-laborers at Macha came
last evening, and returned this afternoon.
Every person is very kind and sympathetic,
and I appreciate it all very much.
Underneath are the Everlasting Arms,
for which I thank my dear heavenly Father.
W e are expecting Bro. Frey to come to
us soon and bring Anna along for a few
days. She is expecting to sit for her
Junior Certificate examination this term in
the Eveline High School, Bulawayo.
The future is in the hands of my Father
and I desire to know His will.
I miss my daughters very much and am
sorry we had to send the sad message to
them, but I trust they too may find consolation in Christ.
Text: I Thess. 4:13-18 with other Scriptures, songs, "Rock of Ages," in Chitonga,
"Nearer M y God to T h e e " and "Safe in
the Arms of Jesus" in English were used
in the funeral service.
Your bereaved sister,
Adda E. Taylor.

and reach a large district which had never
been touched by a missionary or native
teacher, and the two weeks before the
opening of school -seemed the opportune
time as there were not many boys at the
Mission after Conference.
A native had just come (to work his two
months to go into school) from a day's
journey beyond the river in Southern Rhodesia, and told me that the people are all
Batonga from the river to the mountains
and that they are having hard famine. So
I loaded as lightly as possible except food
for my two carriers and started out. But
on reaching the Relief Camp they told me
that it would be practically impossible to
do any Gospel work as the people were
all coming up to the Camp for food or
were out in the mountains in search of
what roots and seeds they might be able to
find.
The Government is cutting a new road
down to the valley through the mountains
(with some difficulty) and is transporting
mealies by trolly (motor) to the end of
the road, and the camp moves on into the
valley as fast as the road advances and is
thus getting nearer to the people.
The gangs are now finished through the
mountains and from now on the Camp will
advance rapidly. Then there are branch
roads up and down the valley after the
river is reached. They estimate that five
thousand bags are needed here and a like
number at Mazabuka. Then the Southern
Rhodesian Government is planning to use
this road to reach their Batonga in the
district beyond the river; perhaps as great
a need is there.
There are about two hundred labourers
on the road. Mr. Walker has charge of
them and the cutting of the road. T w o
white officials are here at present with all
their messengers and other help. Hundreds of natives are staying over night by
the fires and camps of the road boys on
their way up and again on their way down.
So I sent back for more help and now
have Musa, Joshua, and Peter as helpers.
W e have already reached over three thousand with the W o r d of God. The famine
and the very liberal attitude of the Government seem to have humbled the people's
hearts and they are very attentive.
I made a short trip down near the river
and found a large district where they could
not get to Camp as many were lying too
weak to travel to the Relief Camp. I
came back and reported and immediate arrangements are being made to take mealies
to them, sufficient to help them to reach
the Camp; also one official will stay there
a short time to shoot game that they may
have dried meat. They plan to start as
soon as carriers sent for arrive, which may
be this afternoon or tomorrow morning.
M y purpose in going back to the Mission was to get a Colonist Grinder of
which we have two, to grind meal for the
road boys as a trolley had broken down
and they could not get meal. The road

Bro. Taylor's Letter
Famine Relief Camp
Zambezi Vallev.
Aug. 26, 1931
Greetings in Jesus' precious name:
I left for the Valley immediately on returning from taking Sr. Taylor and Ruth
to Choma to go South and have been here
since except at home a few hours Saturday evening and Sunday morning
I have long wanted to visit the Valley
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boys were about at the point of going on
strike because of being fed whole mealies
only, as the road work is very heavy. W e
had the machine going a few hours after
my return and now all is going along all
right again. They ground a two-hundred
pound bag yesterday.
I d o not know how long we may be
able to stay but I do admire the spirit in
which the all new workers at Sikalongo
are co-operating in giving me this privilege
of reaching the people. M a y we have the
earnest prayers of all the workers in Southern Rhodesia that God may have His way;
the people have the Gospel; and that souls
may be saved.
Your most unworthy co-labourer,

one command: "Of the tree of knowledge
of good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it."
Some people say if their environments were
better they could live for God. If there
were not the many worldly friends with
the many things of the world surrounding
and tempting them, they could live a holy
life. Let us note that Adam had just come
perfect from the hand of a holy God and
was placed over all things in the garden.
Yet he fell. And what a fall! W e are
still suffering from it. Now, if the first
man that came directly from His hand was
a failure, what would the rest of us be?
Should He have destroyed Adam and
started all over again? N o . God was
longsuffering and not willing that he should
perish in the death that had befallen him
now, but he should live. He gave him the
promise of the coming of the blessed Redeemer who would crush the serpent's
head.

Ruth, the daughter-in-law of Naomi, was
a Moabitess. She was determined to leave
the gods of the Moabites and that the people and God of Naomi should be hers
too. God, of course would not reject anybody that comes like that, so that she even
became an ancestor of the Lord Jesus.
How about the proud Babylonian king,
Nebuchadnezzar? The Lord humbled him
and when he in repentance lifted up his
eyes unto heaven, the Lord returned his
understanding to him. Therefore, he
praised and extolled and honored the King
of heaven, all whose works are truth and
his ways judgment.

(Signed)

Myron Taylor.

T h e Bible as a Missionary Book
By C. P. Klaassen,

Tulua,

Colombia

T J S U A L L Y it is said that the Bible is
a book of redemption, or that a scarlet thread runs through it. It is true that
if we cut out a book, a chapter or a verse,
it bleeds. For a few moments we would
like to turn our thoughts to it to prove that
it is a Missionary book.
Some people say: " W h y believe in Missions, or why go out to the foreign field?
Isn't there enough to be done at home?"
Some have asked me: "Do you want to go
to the foreign field and starve?" Others
have said: "Don't you know that so many
Missionaries have started out and have
failed?" While the fact of the matter
here is that many, many farmers have
failed, and some Missionaries too have
failed.
Because another man was not
yielded or obedient, is no reason why God
may not work for me or for you. If you
and I accept the Bible as God's W o r d , we
will have to agree that it is a Missionary
book from the beginning to the end.
Before I quote my text as a basis, let
me say that I do not believe what I once
heard preached over the radio. The speaker said that God is love and that He does
not want any to perish, therefore everybody will be saved. Of this I cannot find
any indication as I read through the Bible,
but rather the contrary, that few enter in
and that the children of God have always
been the minor group.
N o w the text that expresses in a few
words the thought that we would like to
trace through the Bible is II Peter 3:9: "The
Lord is not slack concerning His promise,
as some men count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to
repentance."
The very first example of this fact we
find in the first two people that walked on
the face of the earth. God created them
and put them in the garden of Eden with

As we turn over a few leaves in the Bible, we come to another very striking example of the longsufferingness of God,
and if He ever did wait for people to repent, it was here. God announced the
judgment and then waited one hundred
years. It was at the time of Noah as you
will already have guessed. Noah preached,
and preached, and kept on preaching for
one hundred long years. Did he practice
what he preached, or was he like so many
are in this day? He certainly practiced
what he preached as he was building the
ark. I can see some coming by, throwing
in stones or mud, and shouting all kinds of
things about him, but he continues because
God has commanded him. God has a set
time, and because nobody repented, the
only thing He could do was to send the
judgment, the flood to destroy every living creature except those that were safe
in the ark.
After the flood another generation arose.
Most of them forgot God and served idols.
Man has through all ages been a failure,
but God has not failed man. Therefore, in
Abraham He chose a special people through
whom He might manifest His power and
glory as "we see in the Israelites. Through
His mighty hand He delivered them from
the powers of Pharaoh after they cried unto Him. He helped them through the Red
Sea and in the desert in many ways until
they finally reached the promised land of
Canaan. He used them to go to the heathen
nations to prove to them that there is a
great God. The heathen nations often
even trembled as they heard mentioned
what God had done through His chosen
people. Some may think that God was
only with the children of Israel as some
are inclined to think that He is only with
those of a certain denomination. Neither
is true, for He does not want any to perish, but takes people in as fast as they will
come to Him, that they may have Life.
W e will all agree that Job was not an
Israelite yet God was very real to Him.

Much could be said about the prophets
whom God called to bring the good tidings of salvation to the people. Prophets
like Jeremiah, to whom the W o r d of the
Lord came for twenty-three years and he
spoke it rising early; but the people would
not hearken. Or Amos who was among
the herdmen of Tekoa when the Lord
called him.
W e shall take just one more example
from the Old Testament. It is that of Nineveh. The wickedness of that city had
come before the Lord. Therefore the call
came to Jonah to go to that great city to
cry against it. W e then see the disobedience of the servant of God with its consequences. After a very trying experience
of going through the depths, he was on
his way to the city upon which God had
pronounced judgment and soon was preaching that which God bade him: "Yet forty
days and Nineveh shall be overthrown."
W h e n the forty days were up, did God destroy the great city with the 120,000 that
could not discern between their right hand
and their left hand, and also much cattle?
N o . W h y not? Didn't He keep His
word? The Lord "is longsuffering, not
willing that any should perish, but that all
should come to repentance," and I have
not read or heard of any time when people turned to Him in true repentance that
He did not pardon them. That is just
what the Ninevites did from the greatest
to the least because they thought that God
might turn from His fierce anger, that they
perish not. And He did turn.
W e shall not say much about the N e w
Testament because any Bible reader is
more or less acquainted with it. W e are
acquainted with the life of Christ, the Master Missionary, and how He sent out His
disciples. T h e early church was also
right in line in sending forth those whom
the Holy Spirit separated unto this service.
The whole ministry of Paul is a model. He
was always ready to preach the Gospel
and to suffer for the Gospel's sake, and unceasingly besought men to be reconciled
to God. Thus we note that the N e w Testament is in accord with the Old. The
last invitation to the sinner is found in the
last chapter of the last book: "Whosoever
will, let him take the water of life freely."
You and I believe this is what the Bi-
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ble teaches, but what are we doing for the
millions of precious souls that are still
bound for eternal hell fire, for whom Christ
died?
The workers of Colombia are grateful
for the liberty that there is for the preaching of the Gospel. Lately, a native worker
was giving out tracts on the train. The
priest who happened to be on this train,
got angry and told another man that they
ought to do away with the Protestants. The
man told him that they could not very well
do that. Then he called to the policeman,
as there is usually one assisting the conductor, and told him to forbid the giving
out of this literature. The policeman asked
the Christian for one. After he had read
it all, he said: "This seems good." The
priest more angry than before said: "How
can it be any good when it comes from Cali
from the 'Tipografia Aurora'?" (which is
Mr. Chapman's printing office.) The policeman repeated that to him it seemed
good and the Christian worker continued
his good work in another car.
A week ago the writer spent two and a
half hours showing a neighbor the things
in the Bible that Catholics ought to know
He was amazed to hear them. Since then
he is studying the Bible. N o w his wife
has threatened to leave him if he accepts
our religion.
Other incidents could be cited to show
the powers of darkness. Every step that
is made for the Lord is done with Satan
against us, but the Lord's command must
be fulfilled and the Gospel preached. Soon
the Lord will come, for "He is not slack
concerning His promise as some men count
slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward,
not willing that any should perish, but that
all should come to repentance."

more that would continue. Those children
do not have enough interests to tie them to
the Sunday School. Could not that Sunday
School get more interests? Those children
have so much more to learn about Christian
living than the children that come from the
homes of our members. Could not the
Sunday School devise some way of making
weekday contacts? I do not mean sinful
entertainments, etc. There are so many
necessary and legitimate contacts. I believe that if that Sunday School staff were
to get down to business and do everything
possible to make all the Christian contacts
they could with their children and create
all the interests possible to center around
the Christian teaching of that church that
there would be a different story to tell.
Another writes, "A large per cent leave
the school at the age of from fifteen t o
twenty years some going to other schools
and others not going at all. I would say,
perhaps, because of coming t o the age when
they no longer need the advice or instruction of others. Perhaps it is because of a
lack of interest manifested in them by
others." W o u l d it be out of place to suggest that they leave because they have insufficient interest in the Sunday School to
stay? And why? If in that Sunday School
they had actually worshipped God would
they be so quick to leave? Did they ever
learn what real worship was? In answer to
question N o . 1 the Supt. says, "I think
our school manifests a degree of the spirit of worship." W h e n the school as a
whole and the individual scholars fully
participate in the real spirit of worship,
then more will continue to attend as they
grow older.

caught the vision of giving the necessary
training in the true spirit of worship. T o o
many have a good spirit immediately after
revival time and experience a cooling off
a few months later. The Sunday School,
in other words, leans on the revival meetings for its worship. W h e n the true vision
is grasped, then the Sunday School, instead of depending on the revival for converts will stand on its own feet spiritually
and help to get converts ready for the revival.

Problems of Worship in the
Sunday School
(Continued from page 367.)
failed to see a class of either boys or girls
over sixteen years of age. T h e large and
popular schools in the community offer inducements, social and otherwise, that we
cannot meet. The large schools with their
many activities can attract the young people."
Judging from the above quotation it
looks as if the Sunday School in'that city
has some pretty hard problems to face.
And judging again from the quotation it
looks as if the Sunday School is not doing very much in the way of evangelizing
the young there. In twelve years there
have never been a class of young people
over sixteen years of age! This was a
school where most of the children came
from homes outside of our own church but
that will not account for all the children
leaving when they grow up. I am confident that the children of that Sunday
School are not entering into th£ true spirit
of worship for if they were there would be

Another writes, "A considerable number
of our young people drift away from the
Sunday School and church. It constitutes
one of our greatest problems. Personally
I think it is because the worship and service of the church is directed almost entirely
to older people."
Another says that the reason they drop
off is because of the lack of popularity and
entertainment. The same person said that
his Sunday School had the proper spirit of
worship. D o not the two answers conflict?
His Sunday School may have been orderly
but if the pupils did enter into the spirit
of worship they would not drop out because of "lack of entertainment."
This will be the last of the series
directly on the subject of worship.
Next time I shall consider some of the
problems that were presented at the time
of the questionnaire. I trust that no individual or school will take offserise if I
have seemed to criticize your opinion or
method too severely. In many cases I
know nothing about your Sunday School
or even about you more than 'what I
learned in the questionnaire. I have tried
to present logical conclusions from the
facts given. I believe that there are few
indeed of our Sunday Schools who have

The Consistency of Scripture
No one can hope to understand the consistency of Scripture without first making
an earnest effort to grasp the viewpoint that
Scripture presents in regard to the relations between man and God. Even a nonChristian may be asked to do this, because
it is the only way that is fair to any book
or any subject, even if the viewpoint as presented is not accepted.
The Bible depicts man as being originally
created in the image of God, and having
open intercourse with his Maker. When man
sinned, this relationship could no longer
continue; and thenceforth the general theme
throughout Scripture is, how this intercourse with God can be restored. The subsequent attitude of man is persistence in
his primary sin; by which he continues to
choose his own way and refuses to conform to the will of God and to obey Him. If
this attitude becomes permanent, it must
result in final separation from God, and the
eternal ruin of man. The problem with
which the Bible deals is, therefore, how man
can be reconciled to God; the answer which
the Scriptures give throughout is by atonement for his sin, through sacrifice. The
great difficulty, even then, is that man has
fallen so low that he does not desire reconciliation with God; and he must be persuaded to accept it, by taking the way which
God has prepared as the only avenue of
access to Himself. It is a marvel presented
for our contemplation, that God was able to
devise this way without the violation of
His own attributes of justice and mercy,
and that He was willing to make the supreme sacrifice required. This constitutes
the song of the redeemed, when at last God
dwells amongst them in restored communion.—Southern Churchman.
A man stopped a preacher in a London
street, and said: "I once heard you preach
in Paris, and something you said was the
means of my conversion." " W h a t was it?"
"The latch." You said "The latch is on
our side of the door. I had always thought
God hard, and that we must do something
to propitiate Him. It was a new thought
that Christ had done it all, and was waiting at the door for me."—The Southern
Churchman.
"He that believeth shall not make haste,"
Isa. 28:16. God never lays upon His children the yoke of feverish intensity—that
is the devil's yoke. God's yoke is easy
and His burden is light—it is a yoke of
restful intensity, without fever and without
haste, though often with travail of soul, as
in intercession. (See I Thess. 3:10; Gal.
4:19; Col. 4:12,)—Kingdom Tidings.
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